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PREFACE

This investigation had its origins in the Staffing and Resources Study that was
undertaken during the years 1979-1982 by the Australian Council for Educational
Res:larch at the request of the Australian Education Council. Initially some members of

the Steering Committee for the study and some members of the staff of the ACER were

hopeful that a similar study to the one presented in this report might be undertaken as
part of the Staffing and Resources Study. However, a variety of factors prevented such
an investigation being carried out during the life of the Staffing and Resources Study.
Nevertheless, with a substantial body of data available which had been collected a
decade or more before, it was resolved that when an opportunity arose, the data should
be analysed to determine whether certain issues associated with 'The Class Size
Question' might be explored in an Australian setting. Consequently this report is

presented as a contribution not only to the development of a greater understanding of
matters relevant to the debate on class size, but also to the research methodology
concerned with how investigations of such complex issues might proceed, as well as
advancing results that have clear implications for policy and practice, even if they are
not explicitly stated in this report.

The data examined in this study were collected 15 years ago in a school setting
that has changed in significant ways during the intervening years. Therefore, the
findings Should not be read and interpreted as applying to the schools that exist at the
present time within that school system. Nevertheless, it is believed that the propositions

advanced in Chapter 10 are likely to have a generality that extends beyond the specific
time and the specific location where the data were collected. Indeed, the continued
presence of preitive relationships between class size and educational achievement which
are being reported from studies conducted in natural classroom settings in Australia and

in other parts of the world suggest that the phenomena being studied in this report still
exist in our schools in spite of the findings to the contrary which have been. reported
from experimental studies into the concomitants of class size.

In conclusion, we would like to thank the many principals, teachers and students,

both known and unknown, In the secondary schools of Canberra who assisted in so many

ways with this project during 1969. We hope that they will be interested in the findings

reported and the Issues of both a substantive and a methodological kind which we have
addressed.

The problems of undertaking and interpreting the results of non-experimental
research studies are many, and we hope that those who assisted with this investigation
will find in the report a contribution towards a better understanding of how the
environment of the classroom influenCes educational outcomes.

1 0
John P. Keeves
September 1984



CHAPTER 1

THE CLASS SIZE QUESTION

Research has been used to examine many contentious educational issues. Unlike much
research in other areas, both supporters and opponents of a particular educational policy
or practice have frequently been able to look towards research and find support for their

beliefs. The disparity between the findings of results. on even quite simple educational
issues has made precise conclusions and the consequent implementation of theory into
practice a very tentative proposition. Educators are often trapped between several sets"
of contradictory research findings or, alternately, are faced with a set-of inconclusive
results which They had hoped could be used as the basis of a policy decision.

One such issue is that of class size which is currently perceived to be important by
large sections of the community. Teachers commonly see it as the key indicator of the
quality of their work environment which influences Job satisfaction and their perceptions
of job effectiveness. To parents it Is a very obvious measure of their child's classroom

environment. Parents may also be interested in the availability of books or aids and the
physical state of the classroom, which are other overt indicators of classroom quality,
but class size isikstatistic readily available from each child and an immediate and easily
perceived gauge of the classroom quality.

Furthermore, for educational policy makers and politicians, the class size question
reaches into the heart of budgeting and the funding of schools. It is accepted that
approximately 80 to 85 per cent of the recurrent resources provided for education in
schools are spent on teachers' salaries and since the number of teachers required to staff
the schools varies inversely with the average class size, then any change in average class

size will have immense consequences for the required level of educational funding. For '

example, to reduce the average class size of a school or school system from 25 to 24,
approximately four per ceit more teachers would need to* employed. Based upon 1982

figures for teachers' salaries, this would cost the Victorian Education Department an
additional $44 million each year. The class size issue does not -only affect teachers,
students and parents, but also clearly influences the priorities that-a government sets.
As such, it has an effect on all who use the services provided by governments, since
increased support for education is likely to be at the expense of some other areas of
governmental' responsibility.

Despite the concern and interest in the class size question, it remains a
controversial emit of research, since the findings from studies In many parts of the we
have been extremely diverse. Studies in natural school settings (for example, Husgn,

1967; Peaker, 1907; Comber and Reeves, 1973) have sometimes found large classes to
be associated with superior student outcomes, while other experimental studies havetot *f



found smaller classes to be more effective (see Glass and Smith, 1978) or have produced

inconclusive results.

It is hard. to believe that, if other things were made equal, the addition of several
more students to a classroom group would raise the average level of achievement of the

class. Nevertheless, surveys undertaken in a wide range of settings have commonly

repotted moderate positive correlations between class size and achievement. However,

there could be ,fayourable circumstances associated with large classes which might

explain results which differ from conventional beliefs.

These contradictory findings are generally unpalatable to teachers who are
convieced that small classes are superior teaching environments for both teachers and

students. On one side of the debate, teacher organizations in recent years have been

strongly advocating the reduction of class sizes. The strength i.)f their commitment to

this issue has been demonstrated by their loss of income through strike action. On the
Ac- other side, educational administrators, although perhaps not wishing to increase ,class

sizes, are trying to maintain present class size levels in order to contain spending on

education, and to use any resources availgble for what they perceive to be areas of

greater need.

It has been perplexing that these different groups could maintain such strong

opinions, either based upon intuition or frugality, when the educational research, viewed

as a whole on this question, was so inconclusive. The need to clarify the issues

associated with class size was recognized by Glass and Smith (1978), who employed the

technique of meta-analysis to tease out a ,definite conclusion from the maze of
contradictory findings that had been reported from previous experimental research.

Their most quoted finding is a graph 1.elating class size to achievement (measured in
percentile ranks). The graph, shown in Figure 1.1, displays the inverse relationship that

teachers have been describing for years without consistent support from research. A

similar graph was produced when attitudinal outcomes were related to class size, but

with a steeper gradient (Smith and Glass, 1979). Their results were widely accepted,

although not universally, perhaps because it was the conclusion most intuitively

expected. Although Glass and Smith's quantitative summarization of the research could

be seen as a definitive statement upon the class size question, the actual interpretation,s

of their graphs have been many and various.

Despite the clear inverse relationship between class size and achieve4ment, the

extent of achievement gains associated with reductions in Class size for typical
classroom situations was quite small. We again refer to the Victorian Education

Department example given earlier. Using the Glass and Smith graph, decreasing class

size from 25 to 24 would produce an achievement gain of less than one percentile rank.

Furthermore, if class sizes were decreased from 25 to 20, the resultant achievement

gains would be approximately two percentile ranks while the increase in teacher salary

1 2 2
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Figure 1.1 Crash Relatin: Class Size to Achievement Measured in
PercentileRanks From: Glass and Smith (1978)
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costs would be nearly $220 _million, again ,using 1982 figures. The obvious question posed

by these figures is the relative importance that society places on ari expenditure of $220

million or an estimated achievement gain of two percentile ranks in student achievement.
The problem of obtaining good value from the available rIesourecs Is just as

relevant in educatil as in _commerce or industry. This difficulty was recognized by

Karmel (1081) when he wrote:

In schools, el size has become a sacred cow, and pressures, for reductions in
pupil/teacher r tios Have continued in spite of great improvements over the past
decade. It may well be that a more effective use of resources wpqld -require a
trade-off between classroom teachers and,special teachers to assist disadvantaged
groups or ancillary staff et various kinds, or even a trade-off between primary and
secondary teachers. The latest wisdom Is that, although very wheal: class size is an
effective pedagogic device, small changes in the:class sizes-which commonly obtain
do.naproduce significant effects (Glass and Smith, 1978). If this'is correct, there
may be a strong case for allowing the ..size of most classes to rise a litle so that
special groups of children may be. taught In very small classes. (Karmel, 1981:27)

3 .
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This interpretation of the Glass and Smith findings would probably oe opposed by teacher

unions`whecould see in the research evidence a further endorsement of their desire for a
reduction in the size of all classes.

One obvious problem with converting the Glass and Smith results into actual
classroom policy is the global nature of their findings. Their graphs represent an
amalgam of class size research so that conclusions specific to a particular instructional
situation are no longer possible. Furthermore, their findings are purely descriptive and

not analytical in the sense that while they noted that smaller classes had superior
achievement levels, they could not provide an explanatiOn as to why smaller classes had

produced the higher achievement levels.

As their findings did not isolate which fachirs associated with smaller classes were

responsible for the achievement gains, it is important to direct research towards
answering this question. The probjem is not just to establish that smaller classes are
better, but to ask what things make smaller classes better. Thus, it is necessary to
determine which student activities and which teaching practices are evident in smaller
classes but, absent in larger classes. Perhaps prematurely, we may advance some of the

questions that could help to identify these differences. Are students more attentive in
smaller classes? Are more experienced teachers allocated to smaller classes? Do

students interact with their teachers more in smaller classes? As well as identifying
which behaviours differ with class size, it is els.) essential to determine which of these
behaviours might be responsible for differences in achievement levels. The examination

of classroom practices should enable us to Identify the areas where smaller classes are
more effective.

D To do this, we have sought to identify, those classroom practices, teaching
behaviours and teachep characteristics which are significantly different for small classes

when compared to larger classes and then attempt to establish which of these factors are
associated with superior achievement levels. Regression analysis is the most appropriate

technique to examine such relationships and to control for socip-economic level and prior

achievement, which have often been neglected as factors influencing the allocation of
students to classes in previous non-experimental studies (see Linn and Werts, 1969).
After such an analysis, we hope that we can give a more informed answer to the,question

'Why are smaller classes better?'
ti

' The study of the class size question using regression analysis also raises technical

issues concerned with the choice of an appropriate unit of analysis (Burstein, 1980). The

class is the obvious unit of analysis, since class size is a classroom measurement.
However, class size can also be viewed as a variable which each student in the class
experiences in the sense that It influences the student's environment. Hence, It is also
possible to view the student as an effective unit of analysis.' Although many researchers
assume that one particular unit of analysis Is appropriate and then legitimate their

4 11 4



choice, there is some justification for using both units and hence some analyses should be
conducted at each level. Classroom practices readily lend themselves to the use of the
class and not the student as the unit of analysis. For example, a variable measuring the
number of questions asked by students during class-time could not be viewed as a student
variidble as each student in the class would ask a different number of questions.
Consequently, one measurement would not be e,ually appropriate to all students in the
classroom in the analysis of data at the between student level, but would be appropriate

as a characteristic of the classroom environment in an analysis at the between classes
level.

It is also possible to conduct the analysis at the student within-class level. This
might seem irrelevant since the class size measures would have no variation at this level
of analysis. However, it is still possible at this level of analysis to examine relationships

between the student variables which were found to be associated with class size. It is
therefore desirable to consider the effect of within-class variation in one variable upon
the within-class variation in achievement or attitudes. Hence, comparisons can be made,
between the findings at all three levels of analysis, either between classes, between
students, or between students within-classes. Any differences in the findings of the

C

separate regression analyses can be informative in the sense that they can provide a
further insight into the manner in which a particular practice contributes to
achievement. In fact, Burstein (in press) has suggested that knowledge of the unit of
analysis is essential in the interpretation of a result.

In summary, we have two main aims in this study. The primary aim is to illuminate

the relationship between class size and achievement. We seek to explain why Glass and
Smith found that small classes were better by an examination of data relating to
classroom practices. The secondary aim is to tease out meaningful relationships at three
different levels of analysis. The findings should provide a greater understanding of an
important issue for educational policy and practice as well as enabling comment to be
made about the appropriateness of the different strategies and levels of analsysis in
investigations in this complex field of research.

...
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CHAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF CLASS SIZE RESEARCH

The research into the effects of class size upon educational outcomes has been
confounded by uncertainty and inconsistency. Class size can be defined and quantified in
many different ways. Definitions of class size diffPr in terms of how closely they
actually reflect a student's or a teacher's classroom experience. Some definitions refer
to staffing ratios such as the student-teacher ratio instead of actual measures of the
number of students in a classroom. Furthermore, several instructors might he present at
one time in a conventional classroom, thus reducing the effective instructional group
size for the student. Nevertheless, group size is probably a sound measure of what the
student experiences in a classroom since it relates to the amount of the teacher that a

student shares. This ratio of students to instructors in a classroom is now the most
widely accepted measure of class size, although earlier research used alternative
definitions.

Some Issues in Class Size Research

Most class size studies have concerned themselves with the relationship between the
number of students in the classroom and their achievement levels in different subjects.

In a search for previous investigations in preparation for their meta-analysis study, Glass

and Smith,(1978) found over 300 documents which pertained to the issue of class size.
Although many of these documents were unusable due to a lack of adequate data, there

still remained a great body of information concerned with class size. Two recent
comprehensive reviews of class size related issues are indicative of the texture of class
size research throughout this century. Lafleur, Sumner and Witton (1974) in Australia
and Ryan and Greenfield (1975) in Canada have provided a good coverage of the
literature, including the extensive international surveys conducted by the International

Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement in science (Comber and
Keeves, 1973) and reading (Thorndike, 1973).

Glass and Smith (1978) noted that the research on class size and its effects upon
achievement has gone through four stages. These were the pre-experimental era
(1900-1920), the primitive experimental era (1920-1940), the large-group technology
based era (1950-1970) and the individualization era (1970- ). Class size was not a
research issue during the 1940s..However, boundaries of these eras are not rigidly fixed,
since studies of one type have occurred in eras largely devoted to another type. While

the emphasis in each era probably reflects the educational emphasis of the times, the,
technology based era produced some massive empirical studies which were used to form

'16
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national educational pu'acies (Coleman, 1966; Peaker, 1967). Some of these studies
surveyed tens of thousands of students, expecting that large studies using recently
available computing power could unravel the mysteries of the classroom and the school.
Bore recent research has shown a concern for establishing the benefits of
individualization, and experiments have been conducted with radically smaller class sizes
in an attempt to extract more conclusive results.

another important difference between studies is concerned with the assignment of
students and teach rs'f&,groups. The methods cf assignment can be classified as
'random', 'matched 'repeated measures' or 'uncontrolled'. These classifications are
important in deser wing the degree of experimental control exercised in a study. The
meaning of 'rando ' is clear. 'Matched' means there has been an attempt to equate
smaller and larger asses by assigning students to lasses using pretest achievement
levels. 'Repeated me sures' refers to using the same students or teachers in both small
and large class situatio s. 'Uncontrolled' is obvious, but nevertheless important because
in many natural classroom situations class size is strongly related to factors which
influence achievement and other outcome*

N further problem in class size research is that many important factors which are
themselves related to class size are frequently overlooked. The omission of these
factors from consideration provides reasons as to why some findings should be
questioned. Many critics of class size research have noted the use Of well-controlled
measures of class size and achievement but also have noted the absence of any controls
upon instructional variables. It is possible for teachers to adjust their teaching practices
to the size of the class group such that the research is confounded by an interaction
between teaching methods and class size. This suggests that there is an immense range
of additional compounding factors which are probably impossible to examine completely
or to control. Nevertheless, the majority of studies that have been carried out have
controlled only for.student ability, using either achievement or intelligence test scores.

Having recognized some of the issues and difficulties associated with definitions,
the differing emphases of certain studies, and certain omissions which occur throughout
the studies, it is appropriate to turn to the actual findings of the research. To provide a

more orderly overview of the major findings we shall present summaries based upon
subject taught and age or grade level.

Class Size and Achievement

Two subjects, reading or English and mathematics have been the most popular subjects
for the investigation of relationships between class size and achievement. It is also
within these two subject areas that virtually all research at the primary school level has

been conducted. Science has also been a popular subject for research, but usually at the

dr 7 17
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secondary level. To some extent, it is in these subjects that controlling for prior
.achievement is most necessary, since they are subjects where knowledge is cumulative
and what students learn during one year is influenced by their earlier learning.

The findings of the studies of the effects of class size upon student achievement in

reading or English can be summarized as follows.

1 With only a few exceptions, the evidence in favour of small classes has been
restricted to reading in primary grades. These findings are typified by Below
(1969) who obtained slight achievement gains from smaller classes at Years 1
through 3. Flinker (1972) found no significant difference at Year 7 for reading.

These findings would seem to suggest that an emphasis towards smaller classes was
more important at the lower primary school level. The exceptions included studies

by Little et al. (1971) and Davie et al. (1972) who found that children in larger
classes made better than average progress in reading at infant levels.

2 When the evidence favoured smaller classes at higher year levels, the findings
often applied to below-ability students. Woodson (1968) observed that class size
made no difference to average or high ability students but that low ability students
had superior results in smaller classes.

3 Longitudinal studies would appear to indicate that smaller classes had a cumulative
positive effect upon achievement. The findings of Furno and Collins (1967)
supported this Conclusion. They investigated both ,regular and special classes over

a five-year period in a study that controlled rigorously for many other variables.

4 At the secondary level, the results have either favoured larger classes or shown no
significant differences. Ryan and Greenfield (1975) reported several studies where
larger classes produced superior reading levels, while the work of Thorndike (1973)

has suggested that reducing class size would have a limited impact upon student

performance.

Overall, these findings suggest that the advantages of small classes are restricted to
those students who are the most vulnerable. Smaller classes appear to aid the very
young or those students of low ability. Again, it should be noted that nearly all the

studies referted to have failed to control for differences in the teaching methods used by

teachers.
Similarly, in studies of the effects of class size upon achievement in mathematics

larger classes have been found to be as effective as smaller classes. These general
conclusions are supported by several large surveys including those of Coleman (1966) and

Rusin (1967). Coleman found that the student - teacher ratio was not related to
achievement for any group under any conditions. Husen, in an enormous cross-national

study, was more tentative about the findings of the investigation and suggested a more

detailed examination of 'what occurs in classrooms. Other studies have, however,

18
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obtained opposing results favouring smaller classes, so that the findings still remain
uncertain and the issues unresolved.

The work of Moody, Rause 11 and Jenkins (1972) with respect to specific
mathematical objectives found that class size strongly influenced achievement. Classes
of size 1 produced superior performance levels to classes of sizes 2 and 5, which in turn
produced significantly superior performance levels to classes of size 23. It should be
noted that the stadies quoted are only a sample of those available and that the effects of
class size are well documented but the conclusions are equivocal. Again, it should be
remembered that the comparisons were made without reference to teaching methods.

As mentioned previously, studies dealing with other subject areas, notably science,
were usually conducted at the secondary school level. The overall pattern of the results
suggested that ?lass size was not a major factor influencing achievement at this level of
schooling. The major studies concerning science achievement included those of Comber
and Keeves (1973) who found that students only performed better in smaller classes in
two of the 19 countries studied at the 10-year-old level. Rosier (1973) found that larger
classes obtained better science results in Australian schools, but he also noted that
larger classes had a higher proportion of students with an academic background. In
another Australian study, Reeves (1972) found that the larger the class, the greater the
gain in achievement during a year. It was suggested that this could be explained by the
observation that: '. . . in larger classes a different standard of control was exercised,
with a higher level of industry and more effective teaching.' (Reeves, 1972:210).
However, detailed analyses to support these claims were not carried out. Only a small
number of studies has endorsed the establishment of small classes for science at the
secondary school level.

The findings relating class size to achievement have not been very conclusive.
Although there is a lack of evidence supporting large classes, much of he evidence
draws the conclusion of 'no difference'.

e The only areas of education where smaller
classes have received general support from a large portion of the research were at the
lower primary level and for remedial education where students require the individual
attention only available from a .teacher in a small class. We could be tempted to
conclude that smaller classes have a beneficial effect upon achievement for younger
students but that this effect diminishes greatly by the secondary school level. This
statement is supported by the results for reading and English where the most significant
differences were up to Year 3 and for science classes, usually at only the secondary
level, where significant differences between small and large classes were uncommon. As
such, a review of previous research does little to clarify the global relationship between
class size and achievement except in a few specific situations.

19



Class Size and Student Attitudes

In addition to achievement outcomes, variations in class size could also influence a range

of affective outcomes including attitudes to school and specific subjects, self esteem,

teacher satisfaction and academic motivation. Also, variations in class size could affect

the opportunities that teachers have had for doing different things in the classroom.

Many teachers might not avail themselves of these opportunities. Nevertheless,

differing class sizes would seem to influence the workload, the morale and the

perceptions of teachers. Furthermore, both a teacher's and a student's satisfaction with

school and a favourable affective climate in the classroom must be considered to be

desirable outcomes in themselves.

The body of research into the influence of class size upon affective outcomes for

students has been more decisive than have been the findings for achievement. The

majority of studies in this area have pointed towards the superiority of small classes as a

means of enhancing affective outcomes. This result is supported by the following typical

studies. Walberg (1969) reported that class size influenced the learning climate as

viewed by students and that class size was positively related to student perceptions of

formality and diversity but negatively related to perceptions of intimacy and
democracy. Welch (1971) could not predict an optimum class size but he was able to

show that small classes displayed elements of cohesiveness, satisfaction, goal

directedness and democracy. Keeves (1972), in the same study as cited earlier, found a

negative relationship between class size and attitudes to science. Lindbloom (1970)

reported that individualization, group activities, interpersonal regard and creativity all

decreased as class size increased, especially at the primary level, but also for students

over 15 years of age. However, Haskell (1964) reported that attitudes towards
mathematics were not significantly related to class size. These results would seem to

indicate a commonly observed, although not universal, inverse relationship between class

size and affective outcomes. This general trend suggests that a reduction in class size

would be beneficial to both affective outcomes and the teaching process itself.

e Class Size, Teacher Attitudes and Teaching Practices

Another area of class size research is that of teachers' attitudes and job satisfaction.

Although this does not directly relate to student outcomes, it must be regarded as a

critical aspect of the class size research. Studies in this area include the investigation

undertaken by the National Education Association (1969) in the United States which

found that teachers ranked class size as their second largest source of problems. A

survey by the Queensland Teachers Union (1972) also found that class size did affect

workload, and consequently, teachers' job satisfaction.
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As well as dealing with achievement and affective outcomes, and the attitudes of

teachers, class size research has also examined the more relevant issue of classroom

practices. The usual means of measuring classroom practices is for an observer to sit in

the classroom and record the events that occur on an observation schedule. The findings

have differed greatly between studies partly because different observation schedules

have been used. Ryan and Greenfield (1975) have summarized the findings from such

studies, many of which were conducted at Teachers College, Columbia University.

In particular, Vincent (1967) developed a measure called Indicators of Quality'
dealing with teaching-learning procedures. Four main categories were noted -

individualization, interpersonal regard, creative expression or divergency of thinking, and

group activities. The scale was intended to measure attempts to accommodate

individual differences in student growth, generate behaviour associated with warmth and

respect among students and teachers, encourage the expression of intelligence in

different ways, and facilitate group interaction to aid learning and improve social skills.

In the following year, Vincent (1968) applied this scale to assess the quality of instruction

in over 4000 classrooms at both the primary and secondary levels. At the secondary

level, the quality of instruction deteriorated when classes rose above 16 students, while

at the primary level, three distinct levels of instruction were observed. Classes below 16

students scored well on the measure, classes up to 25 students did not rate as well, and

classes over 25 students received the poorest quality of instruction ratings.

Olson (1970; 1971) applied a similar measure in a larger study and confirmed that

smaller classes scored better on the 'indicator of ,q'uality' scale, but he also noted that
the subject being taught and the style of activity were more important factors in
determining the quality of instruction. McCluskey (1978) warned that the data did not
indicate that class size by itself governed quality. The type of educational activity
appeared to be the determining factor. Some activities, such as discussion, consistently

received higher quality scores than others, such as lecturing, irrespective of class size.

Alternatively, Shapson et al. (1978) found that class size led to very few changes in the
functioning of the classroom. No significant change in the level of student participation

was noted. As class size increased, the amount of individualized interaction between

students and teachers decreased because the teacher's time was distributed more
sparsely amongst the students in the class.

Another significant observation was concerned with the number of teachers who

failed to exploit the alleged opportunities available in smaller classes. The high rate of

mass-oriented instruction and the uniformity of instruction for all studenti in small
classes was cited as evidence. It seerns that reducing class size does not lead to
dramatic changes in teaching behaviour and that the teacher's own style. is a more
important determinant of classroom activities than class size. It has also been suggested

that teachers have developed skills and techniques applicable to classes of 20 students or

11
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more and have not been taught how to optimise the opportunities provided by a small

class situation. Despite these criticisms, the general tenor of the research relates
smaller classes to increased individualization.

Summary of Research Findings

In summary, class size research is very ,inconclusive. Those studies which have
concentrated upon academic achievement as a criterion were generally divided in their

corclusions except for several select areas, notably very young and rqmedial students

where smaller classes were found to be beneficial. Other studies involving educational

proem variables have generally supported class size reductions. Several important
edulational outcome's including attitudes, values and psychological growth measures

were generally found to improve in smaller classes. In addition, teachers appeared to he

virtually unanimous in the belief that they were more effective in smaller classes.

The Work of Glass and Smith

It was towards this large body of research, which they described as 'overly selective and

insufficiently quantitative' that Glass and Smith (1978) directed themselves. Their
specific aim was to draw a general conclusion which would incorporate all the findings

that Porwell (1978) labelled as contradictory and inconclusive in a review of the
available studies.

-411

Initially, Glass and his colleagues directed themselves towards the academic
achievement issue. They isolated approximately 80 studies which considered the class

size-achievement relationship. Then they used these studies to form comparisons
between clasies of different sizes such that one study could provide many comparisons if

It contained groups of several sizes. Seven hundred comparisons were available for

examination. A standardized difference betWeen the achievement levels of the two

classes in the comparison was formed. Using regression analysis techniques, the 700

comparisons were combined into a single curve relating class size and achievement. The

curve implied that in terms of achievement, there were 33 percentile ranks between the

level of achievement of an individually taught student and that of a student taught in a

class of 40.

When forming their comparisons they noted the grade level, the subject taught, the

ability of students andihe level of experimental control exercised in allocating teachers

or students in the original study. Neither the grade level, the subject taught nor the

ability of the students affected the basic relationship, although 'ismaller classes were

found to be slightly more beneficial at the secondary level. The only factor to alter the

curve significantly was the level of experimental control In placing students or teachers
,



in small or large classes. About 100 of the comparisons came from well-controlled

studies. The curve obtained using poorly-controlled studies where no control over
students or teachers was evident provided an inverse relationship again, but the
relationship was much weaker than for the controlled studies. Glass and Smith concluded

that more was learnt in smaller classes, regardless of the circumstances.

In the following year, Smith and Glass (1979) applied the same techniques to
non-achievement outcomes including classroom processes, assessment of learning
environments, student attitudes and behaviour as well as teacher satisfaction. About 70

studies provided over 300 comparisons. Since the integration of a wide range of
affective outcomes on a single scale might have seemed unusual, they also performed

separate analyses with affective outcomes for students, affective outcomes for teachers

and instructional environment effects. Using all the instructional and attitude
measurements, they again constructed a single inverse curve between class size and

non-achievement outcomes. The effect of reducing class size was more pronounced for

non-achievement outcomes than for achievement outcomes. The difference in

non-achievement outcomes between a student in a class of 1 and one in a class of 40 was

46 percentile ranks. In all three specific categories, the same inverse relationship was

exhibited although smaller classes were most influential upon teacher effects and least

influential upon instructional effects. The improvement in non-achievement outcomes

arising from decreasing class size was most evident at the primary level, contrary to the
achievement outcome result. Also, in contrast to achievement outcomes, uncontrolled

studies were more supportive of smaller classes than were well-controlled studies.

From these two studies, Glass and Smith concluded that class size influenced the

classroom environment, and student and teacher attitudes. Perhaps independently, or

perhaps because of these relationships, smaller classes were also associated with
Improved achievement. Although the scope of the research and the simplicity and
general acceptability of the findings, have given these studies considerable appeal,
several conclusions would appear to contradict some previous findings. In the earlier
research, one instance where smaller classes apparently led to achievement gains was for

younger children, yet Glass and Smith found that smaller classes had a larger impact

upon achievement at the secondary level. Why was the inverse relationship noted for

younger students, yet missed for older students when, according to Glass and Smith's

findings, it should have been more obvious? Like some earlier research, they established

a relationship between certain classroom practices and class size but did not suggest the

consequences for achievement outcomes that would flow from the varying incidence of

certain practices.

The implications of Glass and Smith's work are widespread in terms of the direction

that educational policies might move. Consequently, the work has attracted criticism.

The most extensive tritique of their work was conducted by the Educational Research



Service (1980), an 'independent, non-profit' A mericen group, strongly supported by funds

from school administrators. Their criticisms included the following points.

1 The shape of the graphs was influenced by a eignificant proportion of comparisons
involving atypical class sizes below five students.

2 The 100 well-controlled comparisons came from only 14 studies such that the data

base was not as extensive as suggested. Furthermore, only six of their 14 studies
dealt with typical school situatiors.

3 The methods used hid the distinctions made in specific class size studies since
statistically diverse data were combined.

Despite these criticisms, the simple manner in which Glass and Smith presented their
findings meant that their results were more accessible and appealing than an enormous
collection of inconclusive research findings that had previously served as a summary of
class size research. Furthermore, their findings have given substance and quantity to the

beliefs of most teachers. This is something that the previous research was unable to do.

Glass et al. (1982) answered their critics in several areas. They repeated their
analyses with classes of one student omitted. This was done %nee It was claimed that
very small classes biased the curve. The shape of the curve remained unchanged. They
defended the small data base by emphasizing that the poorly controlled studies also
supported smaller classes although not as strongly as the well-controlled studies. Also,
they denied that their methods hid distinetions between Sifferent findings but claimed
that by systematically classifying the findings, the :iterature had been clarified, not
fragmented.

The problem is now to propose the Jireetion in which class size research should
head as a result of Glass and Smith's cork, We do not want to return to another cycle ar
inconclusive studies. In one sense, Glass and Smith may be seen to have put the issue to

rest provided their results are zorreet. Obviously, well-controlled studies are nteded to
replicate their findings. In addition, the question ;mot now turn from 'Are small claims
better?' to 'Why are smaller elassatbetter?' To answer th.s question, research workers
must return to the classroom.

Class size could influence what goes on in the classroom, what teachers do, how
they handle students, how attentive students are, what activities st4dents participate In
and how students behave. These differences in classroom practices, in turn, could
influence outcome measures like student acilievement and attitudes. We have seen that
reductions in class size provide opportunities for individualization, !Alt to what extant
and In what ways do teachers exploit these changes? Furthermore, which of these
changes are worthwhile in terms of achievement and attitude gains? Are all the facets
of Individualization that are possible In smaller .classes beneficial or ere only certnin
techniques advantageous in smaller classes? These questions all relate to the idea that
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certain behaviours can occur in smaller classes which can lead to outcome gains. It
appeirs that class size research must return to the classroom again, examine classroom

practices to understand further the mechanisms operating in smaller classes in the hope
of identifying the causal thread that runs between smaller classes and gains in

educational outcomes.
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CHAPTER 3

DESCRIPTION OF DATA

The effects of class size upon classroom practices and achievement and attitudinal
outcomes have been examined in this report using the data collected. in the study
Educational Environment and Student Achievement (Keeves, 1972). Keeves' study

provided suitable data since the general aim was to investigate the relationships between
various measures of the student's home, classroom and peer group and the student's
performance at school. To this end, measures of the student's achievement and attitudes
were recorded as well as measures of the classroom enviro6ent, including class size and

a wide range of teaching behaviours and classroom practices. Keeves' study has provided
a set of data which were relevant to our proposed inquiry into class size and classroom
process relationships.

The details of the study and the scales and procedures used in the measurement of

all variables have been recorded elsewhere (Keeves, 1972; 1974a; 1974b). Thus, it is

only necessary to give a brief description of the investigation. The study was conducted

during 1969 in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) and concentrated tit on students
who were entering Year 7 for the commencement of their secondary schooling. Year 7
was chosen as the year level for investigation as the beginning of the secondary school
represented a marked change in subject content and the students' learning experiences.

The study observed students in 72 classrooms and for the investigation of relationships

with achievement and attitudinal outcomes, complete data were available on a total of
1986 students. It should be noted that a smaller simple random sample of 231 students

was used in a more intensive investigation into home background. The 72 classes and
1986 students were drawn from a total population of 76 classrooms and 2348 students in

15 schools. The subpopulatlon on which complete data were obtained thus represented
almost all Year 7 students in the ACT during 1969, but because of the unique nature of
the ACT population, should not be considered to be fully typical of the entire Australian
Year 7 population. The classrooms used in the investigation covered a range of class
sizes from 15 to 45 and the distribution of class sizes is presented in Table 3.1 and
displayed graphically on Figure 3.1. This represented a wider variation in class size than
would be available in actual classrooms at the present time.

In 1969, all the students took an initial science test at the beginning of the
secondary school year. At the end of the same year, the students were again tested in
mathematics and science, but they were also asked to complete a general information
booklet in order to obtain informatiOn on the student's home background, and an attitude

questionnaire concerned with attitudes to both science and mathematics, liking of school
and school learning, academia motivation and self-regard. To gain information on the



Table 3.1 The Dittribution of Class Sizes: Canberra Year 7, 1969

Grouped
Data Cell counts

aamments and
N summary statistics

15-19 15 16 17 18 19 Lower gereme: 15
1 1 1 2 5

20-24 20 21 22 23 24

21 - 1 -
25-29 25 26 27 28 29 Lower hinge: 29.6

,1 3 , 1 3 8
,

30-34 30 31 32 33 34 Mean: 32.7
7 5 3 2 10 ay Median: 33.4

35-39 35 36 37 38. 39 Mode: 34
5 , 6 3 '6 2 22

40-44 40 41 42 43 44

7

Upper hinge: 37.0
5 1 1

45-49 45

1

Upper extreme: 45
1

Total number 72 Standard deviation:' 6.3

classroom environment, observations in science and .mathematics classrooms and
interviews with teachers were carried out during the second and third terms of the year.
A preliminary program of classroom observation was conducted during the previous year
to .provide practice in the use of the classroom observation schedule so that more
reliable and valid data could be collected. Furthermore, Keeves (1972) reported that the
tests for science and mathematics as well as the attitude questionnaire wire field tested
and found to have satisfactory levels of reliability. A complete list of the variables
employed in the investigation' and a description of the scales and methods of
measurement for each variable are provided in Appendix I. Reliability estimates,
wherever appropriate, are reported in Appendix U.

The measures of the classroom learning environment were divided into the
structural sand process dimensions. The structural dimension incl ed measures of
teacher's age, sex, training and experience. For the school, the struct ral dimension
included measures of class size and time allocated to instruction. For the students, the
structural dimension measured factors like the socio-cultural backgroural -of the home,
the level of ethnicity, and the time spent on homework. As such,,thel structural
dimension recorded the characteristics of the teacher, the school and the student. These
measures are relevant to our study since they can be used to address questions like
'Which teachers aret allocated to small classes?' or 'Do socio-culturally disadvantaged
students receive instruction in small classes?' - '



Frequency

30

25

20

15

10

(N=72)

15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Class Size

Figure 3.1 Histogram of Class Size Distribution: Canberra Year 7 1969

For the process dimension, Keeves used previous research and, in particular, the
review by Rosenshine (1971), to help identify seven different areas into which classroom

practices could be grouped. The areas were as listed below.

1 Achkevement press. This area involved the emphasis that the teacher placed upon

study and achievement, and typical variables included measures of the regularity of
testing and the checking of the students' work.

2 Independent study and inquiry, This area was concerned with independent work

being done by students and the amount of choice they had concerning their work. These
measures were intended to record the leve' of individualization occurring in, the
classroom. The findings of previous reseiirch suggested that individualized instruction
should be more prevalent in smaller classes.

3 Work habits and girder. These variables recorded the teacher's efforts towards
developing a systemat and businesslike approach by students towards their work such

that the classroom ame an orderlyworking environment.

4 Warmth and affiliation. The specific processes which were equated with teacher

warmth included the incidence of supportive statements to students and the occurrence
of sympathetic laughter in the classroom. Previous research has suggested that smaller
classes would show greater degrees of teacher warmth since these classes were noted es

being more friendly and cohesive.

5 Stimultition, for learning. Items that were typical of a stimulating classroo*m
environment Included measures of the variety of instructional materials and the diversity

of teaching activities. Previous research had suggested that smaller classes provided
increased opportunities for a wider range of activities.
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6 Use of language. These variables assessed the presence of different forms of
communication between the teacher and the students in the cla'ss.
7 Academic guidance. The facets of academic guidance which appeared as process
variables in the classroom included the amount of feedback given to the students
concerning their cvork, the time spent on actual learning, the time devoted to home
study, and the time spent upon formal revision. These variable were. intended to assess
the types and amount of interaction between teachers and students with respect to their
classroom work.

It was considered that the areas into which the classroom processes were divided

covered adequately the range and types of behaviours and activities that occurred in the

classrooms. This study has sought to detect if differences in class size led to varying
incidence of these practices.

Hence, Keeves' data provided informal° on both mathematics and science
teachers and mathematics and science classrooms. Furthermore, it provided an
extensiv description of the activities occurring in the classrooms. The observation
schedules for both types of classes were very similar with minor variations which allowed

for differences in the activities which took place in these subjects. The observation
schedules were field tested before the observational work commenced. In addition,
following analyses of the data at the conclusion- of the classroom observation phase,
items of low reliability or a high degree of skewness were deleted. The remaining
process variables that have been used were considered to have satisfactory reliability.
The above summary Of the process variables is intended only to provide examples of the

_variables relevant to each area and to indicate the general flavour of teacher and
3 student behaviours that Were recorded. t

The data available from Reeves' study provided an opportunity to investigate the
many facets of the clasYsize question in relation to educational outcomes. The presence

of a relationship between teacher characteristics and class size would indicate the types

of teachers who were allocated to smaller classes. The characteristics of the students in
the classes would indicate the types of students who were allocated to smaller or larger
classes. Recognizing that remedial eleisses were usually small, itcould be anticipated
that less able students would be assigned more frequently to smaller classes. The

variation in certain classroom process variables as c lass size changed would assist in
providing answers to such questions as the level of individualization in smaller classes,
the amount of teacher - student interaction in classes, the level of support provided by
teachers, the, use of educational materials, and the type and frequency of assessment
procedures. All these measures would help to identify the differences in student and
teacher behaviour between large and small classes. By undertaking analyses to examine

these practices and these effects the reasons for the alleged superiority of smaller
classes should be better understood and explained.
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CHAPTER 4

CLASS SIZE RELATED MEASURES

The first step in the study of class size which involved measures of the classroom
environment and educational outcomes was to identify those variables, either from the
structural or process dimension which varied as lass size changed. Since the majority of
the variables were relevant at the classroom level, the class was considered as the
appropriate unit of analysis. This was because the majority of measures referred to
behaviours by teachers or activities occurring in the classroom, both of which were
relevant td the class as a whole. Other measures referred to characteristics of the
teacher or the classroom (e.g. materials available) which were again relevant to the
entire class, not just to a particular student. The choice of the class as the unit of
analysis is consistent with several major studies noted by Burstein (1980) although there
is still considerable debate concerning the best unit of analysis for a given situation.
Some of these issues will be discussed later when comparisons are made between the
results obtained from the use of different levels of analysis.

To identify the variables which were stronelated to class size, either
classroom measures (if appropriate) or class averages for those variables collected at the
student level have been used: The latter variables refer either to measures of the home
background or to the achievement and attitude measures collected from students through
tests and questionnaires and the results have been aggregated to form class averages.
Because of the large number of measures, a sifting proceduA was developed. to
determine which variables were related to class size. The product moment correlation
coefficient between each variable and class size was calculated and all variables With a
statistically significant correlation at the 10 per cent level were noted. AAhough,.the
data provided population measures, and although statistical significance is only relevant
where a sample has been drawn, the level of statistical significance associated with 72

classrooms was considered suitable to screen the list of variables and to identify those
related to class size. The correlation coefficients for all variables examined in this
investigation in this way have been recorded in Appendix II. In this chapter, apart from
the correlation coefficients for the aggregated variables reported in Table 4.1 all
,correlation coefficients referred to in the discussion have been recorded in parentheses
in the text.

A further cheek was conducted to establish whether the relationship between 'the
variable and class size was either linear or curvilinear. This was done by 'dividing the 72

classes into six groups ranging from very small to very large classes and !lien undertaking
an analysis of variance for each variable with respect to class size. This was considered

necegsarl because any variable found to be related to class size would be used in

e-
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Table 4.1 Correlation Coefficients between Aggregated Variables and Claps
Size Remaining after Screening

Number of classrooms u 72 Mathematics Science

Positively related to class size:a

Father's occupation 0.35 0.35
Student's intended occupation 0.57 0.57
Number of hours of homework per week 0.40 0.39
Student's expected level of education 0.60 0.60
Academic motivation 0.25 0.25
Attitude to school 0.30 0.29
Science prior achievement 0.57
Science achievement 0.61
Mathematics achievement - 0.59 -
Participation in maths/science activities (NS) 017 0.18
Attitude to science (NS) 0.17
Attitude to mathematics (NS) 0.17

Negatively related to class size:

Ethnicity of home -0.22 -0.20
Participation in pop culture activities -0.31 -0.31
a

All correlations are significant at the 10 per sent level for 72
classrooms except where indicated by (NS).

subsequent analyses using regression procedures, and the existence of curvilinear
relationships could confound the analyses.

Table 4.1 records the variables that were found to be related to class size using
both correlation- and analysis of variance proccedu;es: It should he noted that
mathematics variables were related to mathematics class size and similarly for science
variables., while the remaining variables were related. to the class sizes for. both
subjects. All these variables are class averages since the data were collected from the
students and were aggregated to the classroom level before the correlations were
calculated. 111\ last three variables in the list (indicated by (ES)) were related
positively, but not significantly to class size. Nevertheless, they were included 'in
subsequent analyses because of their,belleved importance for achievement as suggested

by the research previously reported by Keeves (1972).

While recognizing that the screening analysis was using correlation techniques only

to refine the variable list, the initial impresilints given by this table, were perplexing.
The results suggested that larger classes were associated with superior achievement and

stronger affective outcomes. This was contrary to much of the previous research These
results might be explained by the relationships reported for both science prior
achievement and fathiris occupation, which Were .both positively correlati with class`
size. This suggested that moreable students, were being placed in larger class es. It was

considered that only from h regression analysis where either prier achievement or
socio-economic status could be allowed for would a more accurate alaseHment orthe
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effects of class size be possible. The' obser ation that attitudes to the subjects of
mathematics and science were not significantly re aced to class size, while many other
attitudes were, was perhaps an early indication that an increase in class size might
change attitudes from being favourable to less favourable.

The correlations between the structural variables and class size for science and
mathematics classes are recorded in Tables A.4 and A.5 respectively in Appgndix II. For

teacher characteristics, only one variable was related significantly to class size. In

mathematics, there was a positive ,relationship between class size and the teacher's
membership of a Mathematical Association (0.24). This result would appear to be trivial
unless it was indicative of the fact that more competent teachers were assigned to
larger classes. A lack of relationships between teacher characteristics and class size is
disappointing but not unexpected as teacher charaCteristics have a long history (Gage,

1963; Rosenshine, 1971) of being poor predictors in classroom research. No science
teacher variable was related to class size.

For the school or classroom variables, the only variables from the structural
dimension which were related positively to class size were the time on homework
(Science: 0.44;- Mathematics: 0.43) and total time studying science and mathematics
(Science: 0.37; Mathematics: 0.36). Negatively related to class size in mathematics
classes were the proportion of students from foreign language hpmes (-0.23), the number
of regular teachers (-0.34) and the number of teachers for the year (-0.31). Clearly
larger classes were given more homework, but this could have been because they
contained more able students, as noted earlier, or this might have been due to other
factors including class size. The finding that students from foreign language homeswere
more evident In smaller classes is consistent with the. degree of ethnicity result found
earlier, but it may be another consequence of less able students beirig assigned to smaller

classes. The result that more teachers shared smaller classes on a regular basis is harder

to explain. Perhaps teachers shared the responsibility of remedial classes which were
usually smaller than normal classes. Again, these results could be better explained using

regression analysis since the effects of prior achievement could be controlled

stitistically.
To consider the process variables more readily, the variables related to class size

will be treated under the seven categories originally employed by'Keeves (1972). Since

the teaching practices occurring in mathematics and science classes varied considerably,
so too would the processes which, were related to class size in each. subject. Therefore,

separate reference is made to mathematics and science classes wherever necessary.
The correlations, between the process variables and class size for mathematics classes

are recorded In Tables A.7 and A.9 and for science classes in Tables A.8 and A.8 in
Appendix H.
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1 Achievement press. For both mathematics and science, positive relationships
were found between class size and various forms of assessment, in particular, emphasis
upon the satisfactory completion of homework (Science: 0.22; Mathematics: 0.31) and
the frequency of reports being sent to parents (Science: 0.26; Mathematics: 0.26). In
mathematics, (he range of assessment procedures used was also related positively (0.24)
to class size. For both subjects there were no achievement press variables negatively
related to class size. It would appear that larger classes had specific forms of
assessment in each subject, either extended answer questions (0.26) in mathematics or
short answer (0.29) and multiple choice questions (0.25) in science. Moreover, in larger
classes, homework was more strictly monitored and official reporting more frequent. It
would be interesting to know if these behaviours were a consequence of class size or the
students' prior ability levels.

2 Independent study and inquiry. Only one variable in this area was related to class
size. For mathematics, the frequency of invitations to students to participate in an
investigation or inquiry (0.21) increased with class size. The absence of any negative
correlates was surprising since previous research had indicated that smaller classes
provided increased opportunities for individualized instruction. Furthermore, the
original study (Keeves, 1972) inelud,d measures.to detect individualized teaching styles.
These measured the diversity of teaching methods as well as the frequency with which
students were encouraged to act with autonomy. Clearly there was very little evidence
to suggest that the teachers were exploiting any differences in class size in spite of the
fact that there was a considerable range of classaizes reported in the study. In addition,
those instances of independent study and inquiry that were found to vary with class size
were more prevalent in larger classes and not smaller classes as might have been
expected.

s
3 Work habits and order. For science classes, as class size increased there was
greater usage of a pupil note book (0.32) and kt:, e teacher used less rebuke (-0.39) of any
type to maintain order. The use of a pupil note book could well be a teaching strategy to
maintain order in large classes. For mathematics classes; five work habit measures were
related to class size. In larger classes, teachers.emphasized the correct recording of
homework (0.31), used one textbook extensively (0.56), and asked students to consider
their work habits. (0.20) more carefully. The time spent writing (-0.35) and the amount of
wasted time (-0.36) were less in larger classes. The greater number of significant
correlates for mathematics, when compared to science, suggested that science teachers
emphasized work habits independently of class size while mathematics teachers %larger
classes concentrated upon homework, good work habits and not wasting time. It is
difficult at this stage to detect if these findings were a consequence of class size or
student ability, but it was consistetntc`with Keeves' (1972) observation that teachers of

...Au
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larger classes sought a higher level of industry, and appeared to teach more effectively.

It would seem that larger mathematics classes were more orderly and work oriented.

4 Warmth and affiliation. These variables assessed the warmth and level of

affiliation in the classroom environment and the degree of encouragement shown by the
teacher. For mathematics, teachers in larger classes gave more praise (0.3',1) and less
rebuke (-0.28) and were more supportive (0.29) of their students. This was contrary to
the research which suggested that smaller classes would be more friendly and more
supportive. However, these results might be related to prior achievement. Interestingly,

all forms of laughter were more prevalent in larger classes (Science: 0.19;

Mathematics: 0.32). This seems to suggest another explanation as to why larger classes
were related positively to many variables examined in this study. The presence of more

students in larger classes might simply have led to more interaction occurring because a
larger number of students could ask more questions, generate more laughter or prompt

more supportive statements. This seems to imply that more behaviours were observed as

a direct product of more students being present. Alternatively, it was possible that
mathematics classes might need to exceed a certain critical size to develop a coherence

and an atmosphere of lively interaction.

For science, teachers seemed to reduce both other rewards (-0.21) and rebuke
(-0.39) and make less positive support statements (-0.17) as class size increased. It

appears that less interaction associated with warmth, and affiliation occurred as class
size Increased. The nature of the relationships between warmth and class size differed
greatly between mathematics and science classes. This difference is best exemplified by

the number of positive support statements which increased with class size in

mathematics (0.29) but decreased with class size in science (-0.17). ,

5 Stimulation for learning. This domain sought to assess the diversity of activities

in which the students and teachers participated. It was hoped that it would record the

increased opportunities for using different teaching materials and teaching styles that
the research had suggested were available once class size Was reduced. For science,

larger classes used a second textbook more frequently (0.31). For mathematics, larger
classes saw more television (0.42) and had a greater number of activity changes (0.191.

Such a small number of variables which were correlated significantly with class size
would seem to suggest that teachers were not varying their instructional methods greatly

as class sizes changed.

6 Use of language. In this area of teaching practices an attempt was made to
identify the different types of oral interaction occurring in classrooms. Only one

variable was found to be significantly related to class size. In mathematics classes,

more time was spent upon question and answer sessions as class size increased (0.40).

One plausible explanation has already been considered. This result might be a direct
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consequence of class size or simply a product of more students needing more time to ask

more questions. Alternatively, it might be that in classes greater than a certain critical
size it was possible to conduct more successful question and answer sessions because of
the range of views present.

7 Academic guidance. This area referred to the activities that teachers employed
to guide their students in how to use their time and how to tackle their work. For
mathematics, the amount of homework set (0.1) and discussed in class (0.42) the number
of questions asked by both students (0.26) and teachers (0.35) and the number of
invitations to students to participate in academic work (0.19) were all related positively
to class size. The frequency of revision homework (-0.21) and the number of
teacher-student contacts (-0.45) decreased as class size increased. The variables
mentioned here reiterate some earlier findings. Homework was again taken more
seriously in larger classes. There was more questioning in larger classes but the
questioning was distinct from teacher-student contacts which decreased with increased
class size. This would seem to indicate that larger classes were more structured with
direct questioning between teachers and students while smaller classes were less formal.
For science, a distinct set of variables were found to be of interest. Large classesspent

more time on revision (0.26), but like mathematics classes, there was less contact
between teachers and students (-0.41). The academic guidance category included many
measures of homework and specific teaching behaviours. It was interesting to find that
many of these practices were not related to class size.

As well as noting those practices which varied with class size, it was also
interesting to observe that many of the variables which e previous research had
predicted would vary with class size did not appear to do so. his latter list included the
amount of laboratory or small group work in science. In addition, the amount of
feedback given to students and the amount of mass oriented instruction did not vary with
class size. Many of these teaching practices were believed to vary with class size yet
such variation was not detected in this investigation. Although the effects of prior

achievement were uncertain, prior achievement certainly influenced the allocation of
students to classes. Consequently, it could be claimed that teachers adjusted their
teaching styles on the basis of the achievement level of the class, not the class size.
This could be true for some variables, but many of the variables, particularly those

relating to increased individualization, should have been more frequent in both less able

and less numerous classes if the previous research findings were sustained. Since this

was not found to be true, the effects of prior achievement would not appear to explain

adequately the results for the exclusion of class size as an important factor. .

Although the number of variables which were related to class size was smaller than

expected, a significant set of variables was provided for further examination by the
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screening process reported in this chapter. The effects of these variables and class size

Lyon achievement outcomes could only be examined using regressiori analysis. The use of

this strategy of analysis was necessary to control for the strong relationship between
prior achievement and class 'size which hid been reported above. Only in this way could

an investigation of the effects of the differing mechanisms occurring within large and

small classes be undertaken effectively.
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CHAPTER 5

CLASS SIZE AND CLASSROOM PROCESSES

The Simple Causal Model

In Chapter 4, the home background, structural and process dimension variables which

were related to class size were identified, and it was possible to consider which of these

variables might give rise to changes in either achievement or affective eutcomes.
Furthermore, it was argued that to examine the relationship between class size and
educational outcomes, it was necessary that the influence of prior achievement should be

controlled.

In this chapter, we shall consider the class as the unit of analysis. The variables

under examination may be classified as either teacher or classroom characteristics.

Classroom characteristics is a general label which includes the structural, process and

attitudinal measures associated with a particular classroom. This broad area includes
the use of educational materials, the practices and behaviours of teachers and students

and the attitudes that students have towards themselves and their work.

Teacher characteristics exist before a class is formed whereas classroom
characteristics are a product of the combination of a particular teacher and a particular
class. This distinction is important in the construction of a causal model to guide the

analyses that must be carried out since the paths should indicate the directions of the
causal and temporal relationships between the variables.

An examination of teacher characteristics and their effects upon achievement has
been shown to be largely unprofitable in previous research. Incorporating class size as an

additional variable in this situation would be unlikely to change the nature of these
findings since very few teacher variables have been found in this investigation to be

significantly related to class size. Those that were found were either not linearly
related to class size or not worthy of further consideration due to their largely trivial

nature (e.g. membership of the Mathematical Association). The classroom

characteristics were, however, ofligreater interest, and a number of these variables were

related to class size. A causal model relating class size, classroom characteristics and

achievement outcomes was developed from a consideration of previous research
discussed in earlier chapters. It is presented in the pith diagram in Figure 5.1.

The prior effects label was used in preference to prior achievement since a pretest

measure was only available in science. For matheniatics, the most suitable prior effects

measure was an indei of social background. Its predictive power would clearly not be as

strong as prior achievement but its use was necessary In the absence of other measures.

For the sake of providink comparlsoris between science andimathematies classes, the
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causal model has also been developed with father's occupational status as a prior effect
in science. Four relevant educational outcomes were available for consideration:

achievement in mathematics and achievement in science, attitudes towards mathematics

and attitudes towards science. All these measures were class averages, derived from
achievement tests or attitude questionnaires which were answered by the students under
survey. Between prior effects and the outcomes were the mediating effects of class size

and those classroom variables which were related to class size.
To facilitate an easier presentation and discussion of the causal model, the findings

for each ..,erainition a subject, prior effect and outcome are given separately.
Achievement outcomes will be presented first. To assess the importance of any
relationship associated with the causal model, a path coefficient of at least 0.10 was

chosen to indicate a substantial ,relationship between two measures. Any path
coefficient below this value was considered trivial as It would explain less than
approximately one per cent of the variance of the dependent variable. The

establishment of such a criterion was necessary since a population and not a sample was

under survey.'

The results for the six separate regression models ter varying classroom
characteristics are given in Tables 5.1 to 5.6. The path coefficients presented In the
tables were obtainerlusing the SPSS Regression program (Me et al., 1970).
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Science Achievement Controlled for Prior Achievement

The path coefficients obtained from the analysis of science achievement controlled for
prior achievement are recorded in Table 5.1 for all classroom variables related to class

size. These path coefficients are given in parentheses where appropriate in the discussion

that follows. The path coefficient pri is not recorded in Table 5.1 since it is a simple

correlation coefficient between prior achievement and class size. For science classes,
this correlation coefficient was 0.56 for prior achievement and 0.36 for father's

occupational status. For mathematics classes, the correlation coefficient between
father's occupational status and class size was 0.37.

Prior achievement had an effect upon many classroom characteristics to the extent

that the influence of class size on these characteristics was reduced when prior
achievement was controlled. Those affective measures that were still related f'o class
size included the student's occupational aspirations (0.18) and educational aspirations

(0.13) and academic motivation (0.13). It is of considerable interest that these

aspirations were greater in larger classes even after controlling for prior achievement.

In addition, attitudes to science (-0.14) decreased as class size increased after adjusting

for prior achievement. Many of the process variables remained related to class size.

The most interesting results involving teaching practices were that larger classes

continued to spend more time reviewing work (0.42) but received less rebuke (-0.22).

Prior achievement had a predictably strong effect on science achievement with a

path coefficient commonly over b.90. The size of the path coefficient arose from the

use of class averages. Class size had a positive effect upon achievement for a majority

of the classroom variables although the strength of the relationship was marginal. Only

a small number of classroom characteristics influenced achievement. Again, the

student's occupational aspirations (0.13) and educational aspirations (0.22) were related

to achievement. Only one classroom practice was important. The amount of positive

support given to students (0.10) had a significant path coefficient with achievement. The

absence of any other process variables would seem to indicate that the activities pursued*
by teachers in classes of differing sizes did not have a recognizable influence upon
achievement.

A positive relationship between class size and achievement is contrary to the

findings of Glass and Smith (1978). It could be argued that the model has ignored some

variable which could explain more of the variation in science achievement. However,

the absence of more substantial relationships between the classroom processes and
achievement was possibly due to the strong explanatory and predictive power of prior
achievement. It is possible that this measure has accounted for so much of the variation
in achievement that the other variables have been overshadowed. For this reasons it is
doubtful if the addition of other variables would change these results greatly. The
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Table 5.1 Science Achievement Controlled for Prior Achievement

Classroom characteristic
regressed on

Science achievement
regressed on

Prior
N 72 achievement
Classroom characteristic p31a

Class
size

P32

Prior Class
achievement siie

P41 P42

Classroom
characteristic

P43

Ethnicity of home. -0.07 -0.17 0.90 0.09 -0.06

Occupational aspirations 0.69 0.18 0.81 0.07 0.13

Number of hours homework per week 0.56 0.08 0.91 0.10 -0.02

Educational aspirations 0.82 0.13 0.73 0.07 0.22
Pop culture activities -0.53 -0.02 0.89 0.09 . -0.03

Maths/science activities 0.40 -0.05 -- 0.88 0.10 0.07

Academic motivation 0.22 0.13 0.89 0.09 0.06

Like school 0.43 0.05 0.88 0.09 0.06

like science 0.54 -0.14 0.86 0.11 0.08

Use of short answer teats 0.21 0.17 0.92 0.11 -0.06

Use of multiple choice testa -0.i2 0.37 0.92 0.08 0.05

Aelessments involving student choice 0.33 -0.09 0.92 0.09 -0.04

Homework reprimand given 0.09 0.19 0.90 0.10 0.00
Frequency reports sent home -0.34 0.46 0.93 . 0.07 0.06

Use of textbook B -0.32 0.48 0.32 0.07 0.05

Use of pupil notebook 0.37 0.11 0.91 0.10 -0.01

Prop'n from foreign language homes -0.47 0.03 0.87 0.10 -0.07

Time on science homework 0.03 0.42 0.90 0.10 -0.01
Total time on science 0.21 0.25 0.91 0.11 0.04

nits on all homework 056 0.06 0.91
,

0.10 -)0.02

Teacher reviews work -0.30 0.42 0.91 0.09 0.01

Teacher contacts students -0.40 -0.18 0.89 0.09 -0.04
Other reward :C -Ea 0.90 0.09 -0.02

Deliberate rebuke -0.19 -0.20 0.91 0.10 0.02
Casual rebuke -0.36 -0.12 0.91 0.10 0.01 4

Other punishment -0.15 -0.22 0.90 0.10 0.00

Total rebuke -0.31 -0.22 0.91 0.10 4.02
Positive support --0.20 -0.05 0.93.

0:127e1
0z4_____

a' Path coefficients greater than 0.Z0 have been underlined.
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effects of class size upon a student's aspirations for his or her career and education and
their subsequent effects upon achievement suggest that, even after the effects of prior
achievement have been triowed for, larger classes must be reinforcing these aspirations.

Science Achievement Controlled for Occupational Status

The findings using 6cupational status as a prior effect are similar to those reported
above, and the results for science achievement controlled for occupational status are
presented in Table 5.2: Among the most important effects of class size was the raising
of the occupational aspirations (0.34) and educational aspirations (0.34) of students
although most of the other classroom characteristics maintained substantial relationships

with class size in the present of the variable controlling for home background. Fathers'

occupational status had a strong influence (approximately 0.65) upon science;

achievement, but the path coefficient was not as great as with prior achievement. Class
size continued to have a strong effect upon achievement (approximately 0.36). The path

coefficient was much greater than when prior achievement was the controlling variable
and its increase is viewed as a consequence of occupational status explaining less of the
variation in achievement outcomes. This result adds strength to the earlier observation
that the positive path coefficient between class size and achievement might be explained

away if other suitable predictors could be incorporated into the model.
The attitude measures were important in predicting achievement outcomes.

Students' occupational aspirations (0.34) and educational expectations (0.70), attitudes to

science (0.19) and se (0.15) and their level of participation in mathematics and

science activiti 0.14) all had positive path coefficients with science achievement. The

students' level of particip ion in pop culture activities had'a negative path coefficient

(-0.18). In fact, the students' expected educationtrilevel (0.70) was a better predictor of
science achievement than was occupational status and when it was included in the model,

the path coefficients from both occupational status (0.15) and class size (0.13) to science

achievement decreased markedly.
The few process variables which were significantly related to science achievement

were interesting. It appeared that other punishment (0.13) increased achievement while

other reward (-0.10) reduced achievement levels. It seems that in science classes,
although class size does influence some classroom practices, they in turn fail to

influence achievement. A .more important determinant of achievement is the extent to

which favourable attitudes to the subject and to learning can be generated. To some
extent, larger classes seem to increase student aspirations. The positrve relationship
between class size and achievement is unexpected from the review of previous research.
Although our findings are internally consistent, there is a suggestion that our model is
incomplete in that the effects attributed to class size might possibly be due to other
unidentified variables or to the operation of a different causal model.
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Table 5.2 Science Achievement Controlled for Occupational Status

N = 72

Classroom characteristic

Classroom characteristic
regressed on

Science achievement
regressed on

Occupational
status

P31a

Class
size

P32

Occupational
status

P41

Class

size

P42

Classroom
characteristic

P43
Ethnicity of home -0.10 -0.i7 0.65 0.36 -0.04
Occupational aspirations 0.64 0.34 0.43 0.25 0.34'Number of hours homework per week 0.56 0.19 0.63 0.36 0.04Educational aspirations 0.71 0.34 0.15 0.13 0.70Pop culture activities -0.36 -0.19 0.59 0.33 -0.18Maths /science activities 0.5.1 0.06 0.61 0.36 0.14Academic motivation 0.28 0.15 0.64 0.36 0.04Like school 0.32 0.17 0.60 0.34 0.15Like science 0.42 0.02 0.58 , 0.36 0.19Use of short answer tests 0.15 0.23 0.65 0.37 -0.01Use of multiple choice tests -47-g 0.30 0.65 0.37 -0.01
Asseuments involving student choice 0.19 0.02 0.64 0.37 0.06Homework reprimand given 0.00 0.24 0.65 0.35 0.06Frequency reports sent home 0.01 0.26 0.65 0.41 -0.18Use of textbook B , -0.11 0.34 0.64 0.40 -0.11Use of pupil notebook 0.16 0.26 0.63 0.33 0.14Prop'n from foreign language homes -0.48 -0.06 0.6f 0.36 -0.09Time on science homework 0.12 0.40 0.66 0.40 -0.07Total time on science 0.13 0.33 0.65 0.36 0.03Time on all homework F:35, 0.17 'CM 0.16 0.03Teacher reviews work -0.14 0.31 0.64 0.40 -0.11Teacher contacts student -0.40 -0.25 0.62 0.35 -0.07Other reward -0116 -0.15 0.64 0.35 -0.10Casual rebuke -0.36 -0.19 0.64 0.36 -0.02Deliberate rebuke -0.27 -0.21 0.67 0.38 0.06Other punishment -5714. -0.18 0.69 Tr.Sg 0.13Total rebuke --675V -0.25 0.67 0.38 0.06Positive support -0.05 -0.15 0.65 0.37 0.01
pa

Path coefficients greater than 0.10 have been underlined.
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Mathematics Achievement Controlled for Occupational Status

The findings from the previous chapter suggested that process variables may be more
important in mathematics classes than in science classes. This was tested with the
model presented in Figure 5.1 and the results of the analyses for* mathematics
achievement controlled for occupational status are presented in Table 5.3. Substantial
relationships, with path coefficients greater than 0.10, were more numerous than for
science classes with class size influencing all but two of the chosen classroom
characteristics when occupational status was controlled, and furthermore, some of these
different behaviours appeared to influence achievement outcomes.

As with science, occupational status (approximately 0.65) and class size
(Approximately 0.33) had a strong influence upon mathematics achievement. Attitude
measures were again important in predicting achievement outcomes. The students'
educational aspirations (0.67) and occupational aspirations (0.27) and attitude towards
mathematics (0.23) and school (0.12) had positive path coefficients, while participation in
pop culture activities (-0.14) had a negative relationship. As for science classes, theg

students' expected education level was a better predictor of achievement than
occupational status. Several other classroom variables were significant. The use of
extended answer tests (0.16) and a broad range of assessments (0.16) increased
achievement. In addition, the time spent on mathematics (0.19), the time spent writing
(0.12), the number of invitations for students to participate (0.19) and inquire (0.11) into
academic work, and consideration of work habits (0.12) all enhanced achievement, while
the number of regular teachers (-0.15), and number of teachers throughout the year
(-0.10), the time spent on unclassified activities (-0.14) and the number of rebuke
statements (-0.15) to students all had substantial negative path coefficients.

While attitudes were found to be important in mathematics classes, the model also
contained many significant process variables. The Increased fruitfulness of mathematics
classes for an investigation of process variables has made the absence of a pretest
measure more regrettable. The strong path coefficient between class size and
achievement (approximately 0.33) would probably be weakened if a prior achievement
measure were available. Nevertheless, all three achievement situations that have been
considered have indicated a positive relationship between class size and achievement,
even when prior achievement or occupational status was incorporated into the model.

In general, the results of the analysis of the causal model for achievement
outcomes could be suinmarized in a few observations. First, the effects of class size
upon process variables were more pronounced In mathematics classes and many of the
processes produced changes in achievement. For both science and mathematics classes,
certain attitudes led to Clear gains in achievement. In particular, larger classes would
appear to generate greater aspirations for the future and these hopes appeared to be
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Table 5.3 Mathematics Achievement Controlled for Occupational Status

N la 72

Classroom characteristic

Classroom characteristic
regressed on

Mathematics achievement
regressed on

Occupational
status

P3la

Class
size

P32

Occupational
status

P41

Class
size

P42

Classroom
characteristic

P43

Ethnicity of home -0.11 -0.17 0.66 0.34 -0.01

Occupational aspirations 7:1766 0.33 0.49 0.26 0.27

Number of hours homework per week 0.55 0.19 0.65 0.34 0.02

Educational aspirations 0.71 0.33 0.18 0.12 0.67

Pop culture activities 26755 -0.19 0.62 0.32 -0.14

Maths/science activities 0.33 0.05 0.65 0.34 0.05

Academic motivation 0.30 0.14 0.66 0.34 0.03

Like school 0.35 0.16 0.62 0.32 0.12

Like mathematics 0.01 0.14 0.66 0.31 0.23

Use of, extended answer tests 0.37 0.13 0.61 0.32 0.16

Range of assessment 0.34 0.12 0.61 0.32 0.16

Frequency of revision homework -0.04 -0.19 0.66 0.33 -0.05

Frequency homework set 0.14 0.34 0.65 0.31 0.09

.Written record of homework 0.14 0.20 0.65 0.34 0.03

Record homework in notebook 0.29 0.21 0.64 0.33 0.07

Homework discussed 0.08 0.39 0.66 0.33 0.04

Homework must be completed 0.28 0.23 T.-66 0.34 0.01

Homework work habits score 0.20 0.29 0.65 0.32 0.07

Homework completed score IT.T5 0.33 0.04717f2

Frequency reports sent home 0.01 0.26 0.66 0.39 -0.20

Use of textbook A 0.29 0.42 0.66 0.34 0.02

Use of printed workbook -0.11 -0.29 0.66 0.33 -0.04

Use of TV 0.03 157T 0.67 0.37 -0.08

Prop'n from foreign language homes -0.48 -0.06 0.63 0.34 -0.07

Time on maths homework 0.24 0.36 0.65 0.33 0.05

Total time on maths 0.19 0.28

00.:35

0.29 0.19

Total time on homework 0.55 0.17 0.34 0.02

Number of teachers in year -0.23 -0.21 0.64 0.32 -0.10

a Path coefficients greater than 0.10 are underlined.
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Table 5.3 Mathematics Achievement Controlled for Occupational Status (continued)

Nis 72
Classroom characteristic

Classroom characteristic
regressed on

Mathematics achievement
regressed on

Occupational
status

P31a

Class
size

P32

Occupational
status

P41

Class
size

P42

Classrooth

characteristic

P43

of regular teachersNumber g -0.19 ' -0.27 0.64 0.30 -0.15
Time on question and answer session -0.06 0.41 0.66 0.39 -0.11

Time students write -0.03 -0.30 0.67 C.38 0.12
Unclassified time 0.04 -0.40 0.67 0.29 -15717,

Number of changes in activity -0.25 0.26 0.67 0.34 0.02
Teacher contacts student -0.13 -0.38 0.66 0.33 -0.04
Teacher asks question 0.01 0.32 0.66 0.33 0.03
Student asks question 0.15 0.20 0.66 0.34 0.04
Invitation to participate -0.09 0.22 0.68 0.30 0.19
Invitation to inquire 0.12 0.17 0.65 0.33 0.11
Consider work habits -0.21 0.28 -670 0.31 0.12

, Casual praise -0.31 0.41 0.65 0.36 -0.05
;Total praise -0.32 0.42 0.65 0.37 -0.06
Other punishment 0.04 -0.17 0.67 0.31 -0.18
Deliberate rebuke 0.01 -0.28 0.67 0.30 -0.15

;Total rebuke -0.21 -0.20 0.63 0.31 -0.15
Positive support -0.16 0.32 0.66 0.36 -0.05
Laughter with 0.03 0.03 0.66 0.34 0.02
Laughter at 0.20 0.23 0.67 0.35 -0.01

a Path coefficients greater than 0.10 are underlined.
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Table 5.4 Attitudes to Science Controlled for Prior Achievement

N = 72

Classroom characteristic

Science attitudes regressed on

Prior

achievement

P41
a

Class
size

P42

Classroom
characteristic

P43

Ethnicity of home 0.55 -0.11 0.16
Occupational aspirations 0.29 -0.20 0.37
Number of hours,homework per week 0.42 -0.15 0.21
Educational aspirations 0.16 -0.20 0.47
Pop culture activities 0.45 -0.14 -0.16
Maths /science activities 0.35 -0.11 0.48
Academic motivation 0.46 -0.18 0.38
Like school 0.34 -0.16 0.46
Use of short answer tests 0.54 -0.13 0.00
Use of multiple choice tests 0.56 -0.17 0.10
Assessments involving student choice 0.53 -0.13 0.02
Homework reprimand given 0.53 -0.16 0.11
Frequency reports sent home 0.58 -0,19 0.12
Use of textbook B 0.57 -0.19 0.11
Use of pupil notebook 0.53 -0.14 0.02
Prop'n from foreign language homes 0.59 -0.14 0.11
Time on science homework 0.54 -0.13 -0.02
Total time on science 0.54 -0.13 0.00
Time on all homework 0.44 -0.15 0.18
Teacher reviews work 0.52 -0.10 -0.07
Teacher contacts student 0.58 -0.12 0.11
Other reward 0.60 -0.12 0.22
Casual rebuke 0.59 -0.12 0.14
Deliberate rebuke 0.54 -T7g 7.170
Other punishment 0.5 -0.12 0.06
Total rebuke 0.56 -0.12 0.07
Positive support 0.60 -0.12 0.28

a Path coefficients greater than 0.10 are underlined.

reflected in achievement gains. It would seem that by collecting able students in larger

classes their ambitions were raised above the normal, either by competition, general
classroom climate or in some unknown way, and this influenced their achievement.

Attitudes to Science Controlled for Prior Achievement

The path coefficients obtained from the analysis of the model for attitudes to science
controlled for prior achievement are presented in Table 5.4. The effects of prior
achievement and class size upon the classroom characteristics were the same as for
achievement outcomes, so it is only necessary to discuss the effects of prior
achievement, class size and classroom characteristics upon attitudes to science. Prior
achievement had a substantial positive influence upon attitudes to science

(approximately 0.55), while class size had a substantial negative path coefficient
(approximately -0.15) with attitudes to science for all classroom characteristics. The
negative path coefficient between class size and attitudes to science is an expected
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Table 5.5 Attitudes to Science Controlled for Occupational Status

N =, 72

Classroom characteristic

Science attitudes regressed 'on

Occupational
status

P4la

Class
size

P42

Classroom
characteristic

P43

Ethnicity of home 0.43 0.05 0.17
Occupational aspirations 0.11 -0.14 0.48
Number of hours homework per week 0.28 -0.03 0.24
Educational aspirations 0.04 -0.20 0.65
Pop culture activities 0.33 -0.02 -0.23
Hathsiscience activities 0.25 -0.01 0.50
Academic motivation 0.31 -0.04 0.37
Like school 0.26 -0.06 0.49
Use of short answer tests 0.41 0.01 0.02
Use of multiple choice tests 0.42 0.00 0.06
Assessments involving student choice U.40 0.02 0.07
Homework reprimand given 0.41 -0.01 0.14
Frequency reports sent home 0.41 0.03 -0.03
Use of textbook B 0.41 0.01 0.01
Use of pupil notebook 0.39 -0.01 0.10
Prop'n from foreign language homes 0.47 0.03 0.11
Time on science homework 0.42 0.04 -0.06
Total time on science 0.41 0.01 0.04
Time on all homework 0.30 -0.02 0.21
Teacher revises work 0.39 0.06 -0.14
Teacher contacts student 0.46 0.05 0.11
Other reward 0.44 0.04 0.17
Casual rebuke UTZ 0.04
Deliberate rebuke 0.42 0.03 /57173.
Other punishment 0.46, 0.04 0.15
Total rebuke 0.46 0.05
Positive support 0.42 0.05 0.21
a

Path coefficients greater than 0.10 are underlined.

result from the research of Smith and Glass (1979) and confirms that increased class size

does damage students' at titudeslo that particular subject.

In addition, all the home background and attitudinal measures had a substantial
influence upon attitudes to science. This was not surprising since the attitudes measured
would be components of a more general attitude. Many of the structural and process
measures considered in the model also influenced attitudes to scisnce. Among the
strongest predictors were the use of other awards (0.22) the amount of_positiye support__

(0.28) and the time spent on homework (0.18). Unlike achievement outcomes, it appeared

that there were some process variables that were good predictors of affective outcomes
in science classes.

Attitudes to Science Controlled for Occupational Status

In Table 5.5 the path coefficients for the model with attitudes to science controlled for
occupational status are recorded. Just as for achievement outcomes, occupational status
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was n0.t as strong a predictor of attitudes towards science as was prior achievement.

The path coefficient between occupational status and attitude to science fluctuated

markedly depending upon the predictive power of specific classroom characteristics,

although it was almost always substantial. The presence of suppressor effects was

suspected. The relationship between class size and attitudes towards science was usually

negligible, but again it varied according to the classroom variable being considered. The

same set of attitude variables as listed for achievement outcomes continued to have

substantial path coefficients.
When the attitude measures showed larger path coefficients, the predictive power

of occupational status decreased and the path coefficient between class size and attitude

to science changed from positive to negative values. Many of the other classroom

characteristics had a substantial influence upon attitudes to science. The main

predictors were again the use of other reward (J.17), the amount of positive support

(0.21) and the time spent on homework (0.21).

Attitudes to Mathematics Controlled for Occupational Status

The relationships for attitudes to mathematics when occupational status was used as the

control were surprising and the path coefficients have been recorded in Table 5.6. The

direct path coefficient between these two measures was not strong with most values in

the vicinity of zero although different classroom characteristics generated fluctuations.

Class size sometimes had a substantial positive path coefficient with attitudes to

mathematics but again this varied according to the classroom variable under

consideration.
All the attitude measures were substantially related to attitudes to mathematics.

The direction of the relationship was positive except for tire students' participation in

pop culture activities (-0.31). As noted for the corresponding analysis of science

attitudes, as the path coefficients between certain attitudes and the attitudes to
mathematics measure increased, the path coefficient between occupational status and

attitudes to mathematics became negative and the path coefficients from class size

either decreased or became negative. Many of the process measures possessed

substantial path coefficients. The main predictors of attitudes to mathematics included

the amount of laughter (laughter with: 0.27; laughter at: 3.31), the number of

invitations for students to participate or inquire (0.24) and the number of work habit

comments (0.29). The use of a major textbook damaged attitudes (-0.24).

In general, the results from the analysis of the causal model for affective outcomes

could be summarized as follows. First, the effect of class size upon attitudes appears to

be hidden unless prior achievement Is included as a predictor to account for much of the

variation in attitudes and thus reveal a negative relationship. Even after controlling for

prior effects, most of the attitude measures collected in the original study appeared to
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be substantially related to attitudes to these two subjects. This is not surprising since all
these measures could well be components of a general attitude dimension. Finally,
classroom practices seemed to have less effedt upon achievement than upon attitudes
such that achievement appeared to be independent of most of the teacher behaviours
that were related to class size.

One disappointing feature of the analyses of the causal models for all outcomes
was the small number of classroom characteristics which substantially affected
achievement outcomes. The use of only individual classroom variables is a valid
criticism of the model and the subsequent analyses. It might have been more appropriate
to have combined several ,classroom process variables into one compound variate with
the hope of producing a stronger classroom effect. This was considered but the
construction of such a compound variate was rejected since it would have required the
combination of conceptually different variables, including time measures, frequency
counts and interview schedule results. It was decided that for the analyses reported in
this investigation it would be desirable to simplify the issues of interpretatiOn so that
comparisons across levels of analysis would be more meaningful. Furthermore, the
current list of variables did contain some combined measures for homework, assessment
and the use of teaching aids. These variables represented compound measures of a
specific range of classroom activities and some of these variables were examined in the
causal model.

Another difficulty with the analyses conducted, particularly when a prior
achievement measure was absent, was to explain enough variation in achievement so that
the effect of class size would be validly observed. To overcome this difficulty, It would
be necessary to identify other variables which might be introduced into the model.
These new variables should explain variation in achievement, distinct from that already

explained by prior achievement ,or more especially by occupational status. To identify
these additional variables, the best clue is given in the regression models for science and

mathematics achievement already constructed. In most of these models, a collection of
attitude measures possessed substantial path coefficients when either prior achievement

or occupational status was controlled. The general attitude measures in the model
included the students' occupational and educational aspirations, attitudes t school,

academic motivation and level of participation in mathematics or science activities.
These five attitude measures provided an important additional dimension to the causal
model.

A Causal Model Incorporating Attitudes

The usefulness of the attitude measures as a supplement to the predictive power of prior

achievement or occupational status was indicated by the analyses with the simple causal
model. Class size had a substantial effect upon aspirational measures and academic
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Table 5.6 Attitudes to Mathematics Controlled for Occupational Status

N = 72
Classroom characteristic

Mathematics attitudes regressed on

Occupational
status

P4Ja

Class
size

P42

Classroom
characteristic

P43

Ethnicity of home 0.03 0.16 0.10

Occupational aspirations -0,25 0.01 0.40

Number of hours homework per week 4763 0.12 0.12

Educational aspirations -0.50 0,72-0.09

Pop culture activities -0.09 0,08 -0.31

Maths/science activities -0.07 0.13 0.26

Academic motivation -0.15 b7(77

Like school -0.16 0.06 iiTY6

Use of extended answer tests -0.01 0.14 Kg
Range of assessment 0.01 0.14 0.02

Frequency of revision homework 0 01 0 14 -0 03

Frequency of homework set 0.02 0.15 0 03

Written record of homework 0,02 b7r; -0.02

Record homework in notebook -0.07 .676W 0.3t}

Homework discussed 0.01 0.14 0.00

Homework must be completed -0.02 0.09 0.16

Homework work habits score -0.01 0.09 0.15

Homework cowleted,sp,ore -0,03 0.08 0.21

e qiFrequency reports horse 0.02 0.19 475
Use of textbook A 0.09 0.23 -0.24

Use of printed workbook 0.03 0.14 TY5
Use of TV 0.02 1;75 -0.16

Prop'n from foreign language homes 0.11 7.04 TaN
Time on maths homework 0.02

Total time on maths -0.01 0.09 0.13

Total time on homework -0.09 0.10 "6717

Number of teachers in year 0.00 5:10 -0.10

Number of regular teachers 0.01 0.11 470
Time on question and answer session 0.01 0.19 -0.16

Time students write 0.02 0.16 Q.09

Unclassified time 0,,02 0.10 -0.06

Number of changes in activity 0.02 0.12 0.01

Teacher contacts student 0.04 0.19 0.17

Teacher asks question 0.02 0.08 Tru
Student asks question 0.00 0.09 0.17

Invitation to participate 0.04 0.07 0.24

Invitation to inquire -0.01 0.09 0.24

Consider work habits 0.08 0.05 0.2T-

casual praise 0.06 0.07 0.13

Total praise 0.07 0.06 0.15

Other punishment 0.01 0.15 0.14

Deliberate rebuke 0.02 0.13 0.03

Total rebuke 0.05 0.15 0.14

Positive support 0.01 0.14 -0.05

Laughter with 0.01 0.05 0.27

Laughter at -0.04 0.05 0.31
MEIMI,

Path coefficients greater than 0.10 are underlined.
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motivation in ell three models. All the attitude measures that were discussed (except for
,`.2trernic reet:votion) had a substantial effect upon achievement even after controlling
`..or the influe-ee or prior effect measures. In order to develop a causal model which
Incorporate6 the eddit.onal effect of attitudes, it must be recalled that all attitude
measures r:-ere cbtaii,ed towards the end of student's year in Year 7. Hence, these
IttitL.de +nee: _res do represent a prior effect but should be viewed as a component of
the environment of Ow. ..:lassroorn. As such, the students' attitudes could be influenced
by giro_ Aloiec-vsr, the interaction between attitudes and the processes which
°tee. in the eiasereem are complex. The activities that teachers pursue can influence
s'udent appreeintioe of the subject and hence their attitudes. Alternatively, teachers
may perceive the peeenee or favourable attitudes and the students' enthusiasm and
eledify match a particular class. In view of the fact that the effects
of ciaesreom ehara:ter:aties upon attitudes to school subjects have already been
ecneideiei. it tray rtie more p:ofitable to assess the effects of the presence of favourable
eat uenv,urable fAtitgles upon the behaviours and practices that the teachers employed.

Ths second causal model relating class size, classroom behaviours, attitudes and
acedemlc achiesealtnt that has been discussed in the previous paragraphs is given in
Fiore 5.2. Since attitude measures are Included in the model, it is necessary to restrict
the analyses to a consideration of achievement outcomes only. Since all five attitude
measures were obtained from questionnaires, it was considered possible to develop a
general attitude measure from the five variables using factor analysis. The results of this
analysis have been reported in Appendix III. While the use of a general attitude measure
'night seem theoretically preferable, some investigatory runs with the measure indicated
that it would not be as productive as the analyses using the specific attitude measures
since it failed to provide an understanding of the relevance and importance of different
facets of the students' attitudes. The causal model was examined for science classes
using only prior achievement as the prior effects variable. The model included only the
one process variable which had been found to have a substantial effect upon science
achievement using the first model. The results of the examination of the causal model
given in Figure 5.2 are presented in Table 5.7.

1 Students' atiotes. The inclusion of this attitude appeared to
make little difference to the effect of class size. The most interesting finding was that
the amount of support given by teachers decreased es prior achievement increased
(-0.44), as attitudes increased (-0.35), and as class size grew (-0.12). It appeared that
teachers did not waste their support on classes of high-achieving, well-motivated
students. Prior achievement (0.86), students' occupational aspirations (0.10), and the
amount of positive support (0.10 were all substantial predictors of science achievement,
while the effect of class size upon achievement was still positive (0.08), but no longer
substantial, after adjustment for the factors included in the model.
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Prior Achievement Class Size

Attitudes Classroom Characteristics

Achievement

Figure 5.2 Causal Model at the between Classes Level of Anal sis Including
Attitudes, Class Size and Classroom Characteristics

2 Students' educational aspirations. The inclusion of this attitude into the causal

model is very perplexing, for although the effect of class size upon positive support did
change sllgtly (-0.17), the effect of prior achievement upon positive support changed

markedly (-0.90). It seems that' prior achievement and the students' educational
aspirations are confounded by each other's influence and that the attitude measure was

having an extreme effect upon positive support-r(iii.85) The change in the path
coefficient suggested that educational aspirations have acttd as a suppressor variable
and hence altered the predictive power of the other variables. The effect of all four
predictors upon academic achievement was similar to the previous attitude measure
except that educational aspirations (0.14) were superior to occupational aspirations as a

predictor of achievement. The effects of positive support (0.08) and class size (0.08)

were still positive, but not substantial.

3 Mathematics/science activities academic motivation and attitudes to school. The

effect of class size upon positive suppoit was unchanged by the addition of any of these
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Table 5.7 Path Coefficients for the Analysis of the Causal Model at the
between Classes Level trf,,Analysis

N' 72
Positive support regressed on

Occupational aspirations
Educational aspirations
Academic motivation
Like school
Maths/science activities

Prior

achievement

P4la

Class
size

P42 ,-)

Attitude

P43

-0.44 -O. -0.35
-0.90 -O. 0.85
-0.20 -0.0 0.01
-0.23 -0.06 0.06
-0.28 -0.05 0.19

Science achievement regressed on

Prior

achievement

P51

Class
sizy,

P52

Attitude

P53

Occupational aspirations 0.86 0.08 0.10
Educational aspirations 0.80 0.08 0.14
Academic motivation DM 0.09. )
Like school. 0.90 0.10 0.05
Maths/science activities 0.91 0.10 0.05

a Path coefficients greater than 0.10 are underlined.

Positive
support

P51.

0.10

0.08
0.11

0.11
0.10

three variables. Furthermore, none of these variables was as strong a predictor of
science achievement as were the first two attitude variables considered above, and
hence the effect of class size upon achievement remained substantial (approximately
0.10). The amount of positive support given by teachers maintained a substantial path
coefficient tapproximately 0.11) with science achievement in each case.

The addition of attitude measures to the causal model was interesting if the
students' occupational and educational aspirations were considered. These measures did
not greatly influence the relationship between class size and positive support, or the
relationship between positive support and science achievement, but influenced instead,
the relationship between class size and science achievement. The attitude measures help
to explain a greater proportion of variation in achievement and hence the effect of class
size was reduced, occasionally to non-substantial levels. Despite the weakening of the
effect of class size in comparison to the previous model to the point where it was barely

,
substantial, the relationship was still consistently positive. This remains a result
contrary to the extensive body of previous research reviewed.

The relative effect of the students' occupational, and educational aspiration
measures when compared to those of academic motivation, participation In mathematics

and science activities and attitudes to school can be matched to certain results 'from the

factor analysis of these five attitudes. Although Al five measures were aligned on the
first principal factor, presumably some general attitude factor (see Appendix III), the
two aspirational measures were assigned negative values for the secorv.tprincipal factor
while the other three attitudes were assigned positive values. This appeared to indicate
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a distinction between the aspirational measures and the other attitudes, although it
would seem difficult to find an appropriate label for the second factor.

Summary and Conclusion

A perplexing result is the consistent positive relationship between class size and
achievement in both subjects. The use of a prior achievement measure went part of the
way t reducing the strength of this link, but it has remained substantial in the presence
of controls with achievement, occupational status, and attitudes. The inclusion of
additional predictors may further reduce its influence, but its persistence as a predictor
of academic achievement in all models does suggest that the result has some strength. It

appears that large classes, even after controlling for the presence of high performing
students, were able to generate additional achievement gains. Furthermore, these
achievement gains went beyond the effects of the process dimension which might have
suggested that teachers of larger classes employed superior teaching styles. It would

appear that the achievement gains possible in larger classes were an indirect

consequence of certain properties or characteristics of the students who formed the
classes, for they would appear to interact with each other and amplify achievement
beyond its initial level. This phenomenon would seem to be a product of the way
students are chosen for larC:r classes, and the attitudes of students in these classes, for
they have produced an enhancing effect.

Apart from achievement scores, it is hard to identify those student characteristics

which influence placement in particular classes.. The high correlation between prior
achievement and class size does indicate that School Principals or Subject Coordinators

allow the size of high performing classes to creep ttal The students itt these classes must

be sufficiently well motivated to support their position. Although no measurements of
attitudes at the commencement of the wercavailable, there appears to be some
interaction between achievement, class size and attittides. We have already considered
the effect of class size upon at titudesfajt it seemed that being well motivated and able
influenced the size of the-class to which a student was allocated. Therefore, there is aof t
two-wily interaction between class size and attitu es, and this interaction should be
incorporated into a regression model. Such model,: appropriate to our present
considerations, has been examined ini Chgpter 8. It was hoped that it would' provide
further Insight into how students were allocated to clqssee by idenilfying (per factors
used in placing students. Furthermpre, these factors might explainAow the assemblage
of able students was able to produce eehaeced achievement gains. .

In conclusion, we can note that cliss size. did affect a. range of classroom
'Activities, particularly in mathematics," but that the number of variables so affected in:my
a small percentage of Jtte total number of vstilbjes investigated in the study. However,
the incidence of certain activities was not lentiraly consistentvith.the scenarios of small

I
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and large classes painted in debate and research. It appears that class size has a slight
positive effect upon achievement in both subjects although the reasons for this result are
still hidden in the way that large and small classes are formed and develop. As such,
classroom process variables were not found to be as important 'a determinant of
achievement as was originally supposld, for it seems that the attitudinal interactions
among the students that form a class are a more important factor than the teaching and
learning activities that occur within the classroom.

Although the relationship that has been found between class size and achievement
is contrary to the research summary provided by Glass and 'Smith (1978), an examination

of the attitude measures provided further understanding of how grOups of able students
seemed to enhance their achievement levels. It should be noted that although our
findings disagree with Glass and Smith, they are consistent with several major

non-experimental studies noted in the review of previous research. Moreover,

V.roughout the analyses attempts have been made to control for some of the criticisms
that were levelled against studies where measures were not taken to_compensate for
prior achievement differences. Furthermore, an examinatiorOms seen carried out into
mechanisms operating in large and small classes using a wide range of structural and
process variables. The small number of interesting results from this list of variables
lonfirms the observation made by Ryan and Greenfield (1975) that teachers wereonot
exploiting the opportunities available idtmaller classes. Our findings suggest that the
ability of the class, rather than the size of the class, is' a more important factor
influencing the use of various teaching styles.

Finally, we found some support for the claim that large classes damaged attitudes.
In science classes, where prior Lich: vement measures were available, a substantial
negative path coefficient between class size and attitudes to science was observed after

controlling for other relevant factors in the causal model. This finding represented
support for the claim that class size can damage student attitudes to a subject. It was

also found that many classroom processes had an efl.'et upon the students' attitudes
towards that subject. As such, this investigation has contradicted many of the research

findings from ttachievement domain, but supported the findings from the affective
domain.
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CHAPTER 6

THE EFFECT OF CLASS SIZE AT THE STUDENT LEVEL

The causal model that was developed and discussed in the previous chapter concentrated

upon class size, classroom processes and educational outcomes with the class as the unit
of analysis. Although the choice of the level of analysis was well justified by the
character of he original measurements, the class does not need to be the sole unit of
analysis. In fact, the use of a single unit of analysis has been criticized. As Rogosa

(1978) explained:

... no one level is. uniquely responsible for the delivery and response to educational
programs ... confining substantive questions to any one level of analysis Is unlikely
to be a productive research strategy. ( Rogosa, 1978:83)

As a response to this comment, it is desirable to conduct fur .1..er analyses using the
(student as the unit of analysis.

The use of class initially as the unit of analysis seemed a natural choice since the
primary aim of the study was concerned with the class size issue. However, it.has been
observed (Burstein. 1980) that by aggregating studer)/ test results fo the classroormlevl,
the relationships between these test results and other variables are strengthened by a
compounding of prior achievement and other, often unmeasured, background

characteristics. Mgeover, the increased correlations that generally result in

educational studies from the aggregation of data reduce the capacity to identify the
effelts of teacher-student interactions. Some evidence of the way that aggregation
magnifies an effect can be seen in the very strong relationship between prior
achievement and final achievement which was displayed ir. the set of analyses presented

in Chapter 5. Furthermore, the aggregated measure may not represent the original
meaning of the variable when it was recorded at the individual level. Alternatively,

Blalock (1964) has suggested that by aggregating data, a more pure measure of the
variable was possible since the 'nuisance' effect of individual differenoes would be
lessened in the formation oZ el asses. "

Brophy and Good (1974) have argued that the nature of the relationship between

,teacherteacher and the student demanded the use of the student as the unit of analysis.
Teacher behaviour is often directed towards individual students and not the entire class,

and in return, individual differences between students influence teacher behaviour.
Furthermore, even teacher behaviours directed to an entire class are received and
responded to in different ways by individual students. These arguments would sugest
that the student would be a more appropriate unit of nnaly§is in the examination of the

effects of teacher behaviours and classroom practices upon the achievement outcomes of...
students.
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However, the nature of the data in the original study does not enable us to
reproduce readily the findings of Chapter 5 at the between students level of analysis, for

although individual measures from tests, questionnaires and attitude scales are available,
the same is not true for the classroom measures. Measures of teacher behavioUr and

cl,esroom practices were obtained at the class level. Individual students may experience

the behaviours and practices to varying degrees, according to ability, concentration or

otherwise, but assessment was not made of the impact of behaviours and practices upon

the individual students being considered in this study. Therefore, It was not possib:e to

duplicate the prtvious chapter's analyses without disaggregating the data collected at
the classroom level. The complication with using disaggregated data arises because, in

general, teacher behaviours can not be attributed equally to all the students in the class.

In addition to the restrictions necessary because of level of analysis considerations,

the model was limited to science classes. The poor predictive power of the father's

occupational status as a sole prior effects measure suggested that it did not act as an
adequate control in the analyses of the mathematics data. Hence, any results for
mathematics classes would remain inconclusive. However, incorporating both prior
achievement and occupational status into one model was seen as improving the model's

level of specification. Teacher behaviour and process variables were removed from the
model for two reasons. One difficulty was the conceptual problem of using
disaggregated data, while the other was the general failure of these variables,
particularly in science classes, to influence the relationship between class size and
achievement outcomes. However, an apparent contradiction was the use of class size,
obviously a class measure, in an individual level model. This discrepancy was justified by
noting that each student experienced the same class size, while the other classroom

measures which were shown to be substantial in science classrooms were not so evenly
distributed to all students in a class group.

The purpose in developing a new model was to identify further the effect of class

size upon science achievement by considering its influence in a different context. By
examining the influence of class size upon the individual's performance as distinct from
the performance of the entire class, the intention was to further isolate the way in which

class size regulated science achievement. The resultant causal model is presented in
Figure 6.1.

Tlie model was examined with the same five attitude measures that were employed
in the previous chapter. They were the student's occupational and educational

aspirations, liking for school, academic motivation and participation in mathematics and

science activities. These five measures were selected because of their repeated
interaction with class size and academic achievement.

All path coefficients were obtained using the SPSS Regression program (Nie et al.
1970). The same criterion and nomenclature as used previously were again used to
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Prior
Achievement

Occupational
Status

P42

Class Size Attitudes

P53

Science Achletvement

P54

Figure 6.1 Causal Model at the between Students Level of Analysis Includia&

Class Size and Attitudes

indicate when a path coefficient represented a "substantial relationship between two

measures. In Table 6.1, the results from the causal model for each attitude are

presented.
The most interesting results in Table 6.1 were the positive influences of class size

upon aspirations' measures, while class size did not appear to affect greatly the other

attitude measures. Neither of the' prior effects measures (prior achievement or
occupational status) influenced consistently attitudes in all areas. Furthermore, both

prior achievement (approximately 0.65) and class size (approximately 0.13) were

substantial predictors of science achievement regardless of the attitude measure being

considered. Although prior achievement was the strongest predictor, class size was a

better predictor than all other measures except for educational aspirations (0.17). In

addition, class size had a small,indirect effect upon achievement through the aspirational

measures. The path coefficient between class size and science achievement was larger

when the student, not the class, was used as the unit of analysis.
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Table 6.1 Path'Coefficients for the Analysis of the Causal Model at the
between Students Level of Analysis

Prior Occupational
N = 1986 achievement status
Class size regressed on

P313 P32

Class size 0.20 0.04

Prior Occupational Class
achievement status size

Attitude measures regressed on
P41 P42 P43

Occupational aspirations
Educational aspirations
Like school
Academic motivation
Maths/science activities

4:4
0.17 0.22 0.11
0.33 0.27 0.14
0.11 0.09

0.10
0.04

0.04
-0.02

0.03
0.09 0.05

Science vement regressed

Prior
achievement

on P51

Occupational
status

P52

Class
size

P53

Attitude
P54

Occupa.iona aspirations 0.65 0.10 0.13 0.09
Educati aspirations 0.61 0.08 0.11 0.17
Like 'ol 0.66 0.11 0.13 0.10
Acadrmic otivation 0.67 0.11 0.13 0.09
MathPsci ce activities 0.66 0.12 0.14 0.08
a

Path coefficients greater than 0.10 are underlined.

Effect upon Attitudes and Practices

Superior prior achievement levels led to an improvement in aspirations and liking for
school. Not surprising, the strongest relationship was with the student's educational
aspirations. Clearly, students who had done well at school expected to continue with
their studies. Occupational status related positively with aspirations and academic
motivation. Interestingly, occupational status was a stronger predictor of academic
motivation than prior achievement, suggesting that home background rather than
academic success at school was more important in providing general motivation for
students towards their studies.

The effect of class size Upon attitudes is more interesting. While larger classes
appeared to enhance a student's occupational and educational aspirations, they appeared
to have little effect 'upon the other three measures. This distinction between the
findings for the two aspirational measures and the other three measures has already been
noted in Chapter 5.

Effect upon Science Achievement

All four antecedents had substantial path coefficients with science achievement. Prior
achievement always had the greatest effect on science achievement. In four of the five
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cases, class size had the second largest path coefficient to science achievement,

followed by occupational status and attitudes. When the attitude measure was

educational aspirations, it had a stronger effect on achievement than did class size, with

a path coefficient approximately double that of the other attitude measures.

The importance of these results when compared to the equivalent results obtained

when class was the unit of analysis is difficult to assess. Differences in the models do

not enable direct comparisons. Prior effects were stronger when the class was the unit

of analysis, but there were two prior effect measures present in the latter analyses so

that the extent of the difference could not be directly determined. Furthermore, the

effect of aggregation in strengthening relationships has already been noted. The path

coefficients between the attitudes and science achievement were similar at both levels

of analysis although liking for school had a stronger effect when the individual level was

examined.

Occupational status had a weaker effect in the presence of the prior achievement

measure, but more important in terms of the issues for this study, were the changes in

the effects of class size. At the class level, class size had a barely substantial effect on

science achievement with the magnitude of the path coefficient depending upon the

combination of attitude and classroom characteristic being considered. However, at the

individual level, class size had a consistently substantial effect on science achievement,
and as has already been noted, often had a stronger effect than attitudes or occupational

status. It Is possible that the class size effect was mediated through teaching practice,

but since teaching behaviours had such weak relationships with science achievement, this

appeared unlikely.

The reasons as to why class size should appear to be more,effective in increasing

science achievement at the individual level as distinct from the class level are difficult

to provide. In the previous chapter we discussed the possibility of larger classes having a

certain climate due to the assemblage of more able students. If this were so, it would be

envisaged that analyses conducted at the class level could be more successful at
detecting this effect. The results contradict this suggestion. The explanation is more

likely to lie with a consideration of the effects of aggregating the data to the class
level. The strong path coefficient between prior achievement and achievement would

appear to be accounting for so much of the variance in science achievement that the

path coefficients for the other measures were being reduced. Although it is difficult to

quantify the relative influence of class size upon achievement at the two levels of
analysis, a positive relationship between class size and achievement has been confirmed.

.. .

Even if the results obtained in this study continue to disagree with the Glass and Smith

findings from a review of experimental studies, a certain confidence in the results is

possible due to their consistency at the two levels of analysis.
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CHAPTER 7

COMPARISONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ANALYSIS

The importance and implications Of choosing a suitable level of analysis for an
investigation has already been discussed briefly in previous chapters. However, the
issues and their consequences are more complex. The increased importance of the
choice of an appropriate level of analysis is indicated by the number of research workers
who have considered it m ^ssary to address themselves to this issue during the past
decade. They include Cronbach and Webb (1975) and Barr and Dreeben (1977), although a
more extensive summary of the work related to the level of analysis issue has been given
by Burstein (1980).

Among the points emphasized by Burstein was the possibility of a variable having
different meanings depending upon the unit of analysis under consideration and the
difficulties associated with drawing meaningful conclusions when an examination of the
data was conducted at more than one level of analysis. A simple illustration of his first
point can be made with the occupational status variable that has been used in the causal
models that have been examined in this study. At the individual level, this variable is an
indicator of home background, while if the variable is aggregated to the classroom level,
the same variable may become a measure of the type of community that the classroom
services. The second point refers to the appropriateness of extrapolating a result
obtained from a classroom study to the individual students in those classes.

The causal model developed in Chapter 6 was-a-response-to theproblems associated
with the construction of appropriate models. Its aim was to assess the effect of class
size upon science achievement at the individual, as distinct from the classroom, level.
The use of a class size measure in an individually based model was justified in the sense
that all students experienced the effects of the class size, and that this effect was equal
for all students in a class. As such, the purpose of the model was to be relevant to the
current issues as well as contain measures suitable at the individual level of analysis.

Reporting of analyses conducted at both the individual and school level has been
undertaken bys, Comber and Keeves (1973) and Peaker (1975). Both reports were
associated with the cross-national Six Subject Study undertaken by the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement. Just as for the different
levels of analysis reported In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, these studies obtained results which
differed slightly between levels of analysis. However, no regular pattern was discernible
and therefore it was not possible to draw conclusions for one level of analysis in terms of
the results obtained at the other level of analysis. The difficulties associated with
cross-level inference were again illustrated. The possibility of drawing conclusions was
further complicated by the use of dissimilar models.
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Student within class is another level of analysis that has also been employed and
reported (Peaker, 1967; Burstein, 1980; Keeves and Lewis, 1983). This type of analysis
is often deScribed as the 'frog pond effect' and it is used to examine the relative standing
of a student within a class. The importance of a student's relative standing can be
illustrated in several ways. For example, a student's performance may improve in a
weaker class because the student's self-image is enhanced by being a 'big frog in a little

pond'. Furthermore, the attention that stadents receive from their teachers and peers is
a function of their relative position in the class. Other illustrations of the importance of
the within-class effect involve the nature of instruction received by students. For

example, if the knowledge required to answer d question on an achievement test has been

presented to the students, then all students should be able to answer the item correctly.
Obviously, this does not happen. Some students respond to being taught while others do

not, either due to inattention, lack of ability to comprehend the instruction or for other
reasons. It is clear that while all students in the class receive the same instruction,
students within the class might benefit in unequal amounts. As such, classroom
characteristit.s would not be evenly shared throughout the class although each student
might have1,40 same opportunity to receive them.

The nktlure of the student within class level of analysis can be .further elaborated
since thestudent's relative standing within a class is an integral part of the performance
of the individual student. if the variable X.j denotes the performance of student j in
class i, and X.

1

denotes the mean performance of class i, then these measures can be
related by the expression:

x. j x. + (x. X1)

such that the performance of the student may be broken down into a class component
and a within class component. Thus, the relative performance of a student within a class
is an integral part of the student's performance although it is interrelated to the class to
which the student belongs.

Comparisons at all three levels of analysis (i.e. student, class and student within
class) have been carried out on Cunber and Keeves' (1973) American data using

regression techniqups and were discussed by Burstein (1980). The study sought to assess

the effects of Wilk?, sex, father's occupation, number of hooks in the home, years of
science Instruction, amount of science ins' truction per week and the use of discovery
science teaching methods upon science achievement. The path coefficients obtained

from the three levels of analysis were equivalent in both pattern and relative
magnitude. The similarity of the results at different levels of analysis made more
aetaned interpretations of the effects of unit of analysis upon the causal model very
difficult since differences between the levels of analysis were needed to isolate

particular effects.
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Another study where results were obtained using different levels of analysis but
where the results were not internally consistent was also discussed by Burstein (1980). In
that study, correlation coefficients were obtained between the rate of student success,
as a measure of the degree of difficulty of the work presented to them, and reading and

mathematics achievement, which were adjusted for prior achievement. At the student
within class level, high success rates were positively correlated with achievement. At
the between classes level, many of the correlation coefficients were negative. This

result was interpreted to mean that teachers who assigned easier material to their
students and hence provided their students with a greater proportion of successful
learning experiences tended to have lower class achievement. At the student level, the
results were similar to those obtained at the student within class level. This example
indicates how different levels of analysis may be used to increase the understanding of

an educational situation by providing additional insight into the reasons for changes in
student achievement.

To extend the idea of comparing the three separate units of analysis mentioned
above to the present situation, several modifications were needed before a suitable
causal model could be developed. The most obvious difficulty was associated with class

size because there was no variability in this measure at the student within class level
since its value would always be zero. This was regrettable since the investigation was
primarily concerned with class size. Consequently tovrovide a direct comparison
between the three levels of analysis, class size had to be omitted from the model and
hence the discussion must concentrate solely upon comparing the effects of the other
antecedent measures at the various levels of analysis.

Furthermore, the between classes model used in Chapter 5 and the between
students model used in Chapter 6 are also not directly applicable since they included
class size. The between classes model also used classroom characteristics while the
between students model incorporated both prior achievement and occupational status as
prior effects. To produce a causal model which could be applied in the same form to all
three levels of analysis, the models used previously had to undergo further modification.

The improved predictive power of the model with two prior effect measures
together with the unsuitability of any model without a prior achievement measure
suggested that It was worthwhile restricting the comparisons to science classes only.
The strength of the attitude measures as predictors .,f science achievement indicated
that they were worthy of continued inclusion in the model. However, since the five
attitude measures used in the two previous models were chosen for 'heir importance in
conjunction with class size, it seemed appropriate to extend the ii.odel to include the
complete list of attitude and practice measures available at the student level since class
size was no longer under consideration. The attitude and practice measires included
occupational and educational aspirations, amount of homework per week, level of
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Figure 7.1 Causal Model Appropriate to the between Classes, between
Students and between Students within Classes Levels of Analtsis

participation in both pop culture or mathematics and science activities, academic
motivation, liking of scl.Jol and self regard. In adeition, since attitudes were an integral

part of the model, it was decided that the outcomes measures should include both
science achievement and attitudes to science.

A causal model which incorporates prior achievement, occupational status,
attitudes and either science achievement or attitudes to science is presented in Figure

7.1. Data were available for all variables at each of the three levels of analysis. Just as
before, class measures were obtained from 72 classes, individual measures from 1986

students_and students within classes measures by constructing the difference between
the student measures and the appropriate class measure for the lg86 students. The
results of the regression analyses conducted at each of the three levels of analysisa.re

presented in Table 7.1.
It should be noted that the data were not weighted to correct for unequal size of

class groups as is sometimes considered desirable if classes have been sampled. In this

study, an almost complete population was under survey and naturally occurring class
groups were used in the analyses that are reported. All path coefficients were obtained

using the SPSS Regression program (Nie et al., 1970). The same notation as used in

previous chapters is again used to indicate if a path coefficient represented a substantial

relationship.

Level of Anal sis: Between Classes

I Outcome - Science Achievement. The antecedent measures of occupational status

and prior achievement both enhanced the student's occupational aspirkions (0.34 and
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0.52) and educational aspirations (0.33 and 0.64), the amount of homework done each
week (0,36 and 0.33) as well as the level of participation in mathematics and science
aetjvities (0.11 and 0.28). In addition, occupational status had a positive effect upon
academic motivation (0.25) and self regard (..38) while prior achievement positively
influenced liking for school (0.43). Classes with high prior achievement levels contented

students who participated less in pop culture activities (-0.58). In the presence of prior
achievement, occupational status was not a good predictor of science achievement.
Similarly, occupational aspirations (0.15) and educational aspirations (0.26) were the only
attitude measures with substantial path coefficients to science achievement. The

absence of other substantial results was partly due to the strong relationship between
prior achievement and science achievement at the class level. This relationship was
characterized by path coefficients generally in excess of 0.8.

2 Outcome Science Attitudes. As for achievement outcomes, occupational status
was not a substantial predictor of attitudes to science except in one case. Prior
achievement and all the attitude and practice measures had a substantial effect upon
attitudes to science. The behaviour of the model when occupational and educational
aspirations weee considerecrwas unusual. The normally weak but positive relationship
between occupational status and attitudes to science changed to a weak negative
relationship and the path coefficients between prior achievement and attitudes to
science decreased markedly, suggesting that these two measures might be causing
suppressor effects.

Level of Analysis: Between Students

1 Outcome - Science Achievement. At this level of analysis, both occupational
status and prior achievement influenced occupational (0.22 and 0.19) and educational
aspirations (0.28 and 0.36). In addition, occupational status positively influenced
academic motivation (0.10) and the amount of homework done per week (0.12). Prior
achievement influenced liking for school (0.12) and self regard (0.13). Also, the more
able students spent less time on pop culture activities (-0.16). At this level of analysis
there were fewer substantial path coefficients tha.. at the between classes level, but
otherwise the findings were similar to those at that level except for the very weak
influence of prior achievement upon mathematics and science activities at the between
students level (0.09) and the contrasting effects of ii,eupational status and prior
achievement won self regard. At the class level, self regard appeared to result from the

overall home background status of the class (0.3$), while at the individual level, the
student's own academic performance (0.13) appeared to be the most influential factor.
The importance of these two effects will be considered In comparison with the findings
from the between students Within classes analysis.
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Table 7.1 Path roafficients for the Analysis of the Causal Model at the between Classes, between Students and between Students within Classes - Levels of
Analysis

level

1986)

- - - - -.-
Between students within classes level

(N 19061

Attitudes and practices
regressed on

Between classes level
(N 72)

Between students
(N

Occupational Prior Occupational Prior occupational Prtor
student status achieveaent status achievement status achievement
attitudes/practices P3I P32 P31 P32 P31 P12

Occupational aspirations 0.34 0.52 0.22 0.19 0.16 0.10
-.Educational aspirations 0.33 7.3.764 rig KT6 0.21 Kit'
No. of hours homework/week 0.36 0.33 0.12 0.09 0.04 0.00
Pop culture activities 0.05 -0.58 -o.di -0.16 -0.02 -0.10
Maths /science activities 0.11 6711 0.04 (57617 0.03 d1-6
Academic motivation 0.25 0.09 0.10 0.04 0.07 0.02
Self regard CIO -0.03 CUI 0.13 0.02 0.09
Like school 0.03 0.43 0.09 0.12 0.07 0.07

----.
Science achievement Between classes level Between students level

.....

Between students within classes level
regressed on (N 72) (8 1986) (N 1986)

Occupational Prior Occupational Prier Occupational Prior
Student status achievement Attitude status achievement Attitude stet,. achievement Attitude
attitudes/practices

P41 P42 P43 P41 P42 P43 P4! P42 P43
Occupational aspirations 0.02 0.83 0.15 0.10 0.68 0.11 0.06 0.58 0.08
Educational aspirations -0.02 -6774 3775 -CU 570 U".11 0.04 WM 0.16
No. of hours hoeawork /week 0.08 0.91 -67151 0.12 0.69 15.05 0.07 5-.11 W703
Pop culture activities 0.07 0.89 -0.03 0.12 0.68 -0.07 0.07 0.58 -0.06
Naths/scieace activities 0.06 07g5 0.06 W7TT 670 0.07 0.07 W751 0.06
Academic motivation 0.05 0.90 0.07 0.12 0M3 0.10 0.07 6-733 0.11
Self regard 0.05 0.91 0.06 0.12 0.69 0.07 0.07 5731 6763
Like school 0.07 0.88 0.06 0.12 Cols 0.11 0.07 0.58 0.11

Science attitudes
P41 P42 P43 P41 P42 P42 941 P42 943

Occupational aspirations -0.01 0.23 0.30 0.04 0.27 0.13 0.04 0.22 0.11
Educational aspirations -0.04 MI 1570 0.00 TM MS 0.02 Mb 0.18
No. of hours homevork/week 0.02 031 0. T5 0.05 0.28 674 0.05 0.2i b7TY
fop culture activities 0.10 11756 -0.12 0.06 KB 41761 0.01 b7i3 -6Wt
Maths /science activities 0.03 0.26 371 0.03 57fd 0.35 0.04 0.22 0.27
Academic motivation 0.00 0.36 0 0.02 0.27 0.42 0.03 0.23 03
Self regard 0.01 670 Braf 0.06 'Tag U7fi 0.04 0:171 U75I
Like school 0.08 0.20 0.45 0.03 0.24 B7C6---- ,__ 0.03 EIT T.Ti
a

Path coefficient greater than 0.10 are underlined.
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Occupational aspirations (0.11), educational aspirations (0.19), academic motivation

(0.10) and liking for ceh)ol (0.11) all substantially influenced science achievement at this
level of analysis. The effect of prior achievement was weaker at the individual level
with most path coefficients beirc, just hclow 0.7, while most of the path coefficients

between occupational status and achievement were around the threshold value of 0.1.
although occupational and educational aspirations were among the strongest attitudinal
predictors of science achievement, their relative strength was not as pronounced as at
the class level.

In general terms, the path cot fficients between occupational status or prior
achevement and the attitude and practice measures were generally larger at the class
level owing to the clustering of students within classes. Similarly, prior achievement
was a stronger predictor of achievement at the class level. On the other hand,
occupational status and some of the attitude measures were stronger predictors at the
ndividual level although occupational and educational aspirations were an exception to

tnis statement. The strong influence of these t No measures, particularly at the class
level, has already been noted at other stages of the study.

2 Outcome Science Attitudes. Prior achievement was a consistent predictor of
good attitudes to science and all the other attitude and practice measures substantially
influenced the student's liking for science except for participation in pop culture
activities. Occupational status was not a substantial predictor of attitudes to science.
The suppressor effects observed with occupational and educational aspirations at the
between classes level were not evident at this level although the path coefficients
between prior achievement and occupational status and attitudes to science had their
lowest value (0.20 and 0.00 respectively) when educational aspirations were incorporated
into the model.

Level of Analysis: Between Students within Classes

1 Outcome Science Achievement. The purpose of conducting the analysis at the
student within class level was to detect if the relative level of occupational status, prior
achievement or any of the other measures were important in determining achievement
and affective outcomes. The relative level refers to the student's status or performance
compared to the class to which the student belonged. At this level of analysis, both
occupational status and prior achievement substantially enhanced occupational (0.16 and

0.10) and educational aspirations (0.21 and 0.22). In addition, prior achievement
differences reduced the level of participation in pop culture activities (-0.10). Although

these results were also obtained at the other two levels of analysis, there were less
substantial results at the student within class level. Major differences are discussed
after all the results are presented.
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At the student within class level, prior achievement (approximately 0.58),

educational aspirations (0.14), academic motivation (0.11) and liking for school (0.11) hari

a substantial influence upon science achievement. Prior achievement hed a weaker

effect on science achievement at this level of analysis with all path coefficients being
below 0.6. Occupational status was not substantially related to science achievement.

2 Outcome - Science Attitudes. Prior achievement had a consistently strong effect

on liking for science (approximately 0.22) while :..cupational status did not. Although

self regard (0.53) had the greatest effect from among the attitude and practice
measures, all but one of these measures hid a substantial effect on attitudes towards
science.

Summary and Discussion

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the differences between the findings at
the three levels of analysis were considered to indicate the manner in which certain

variables acted upon other measures. it was necessary to determine if different

findings were possible using different levels of analysis. This was in response to the

warning given in relation to drawing inferences across different levels of analysis. To
facilitate a more orderly summary and discussion of these issues, the findings have been
elided into three categories.

Effect of occupational status and prior achievement upon attitude and practice
measures. Several discrepancies were noted during the initial presentation of the
findings. The most notable was the relative influence of the two antecedent measures
upon self regirci at different levels of analysis. At the class level, occupational status

enhanced self regard, while at the student level, prior achievement enhanced self
regard. However, at the student within class level, neither prior effect had a substantial

influence on self regard. it appears that students raise their self regard In two ways; by

belonging to a high status class or by performing well academically as an individual. As

such, self regard_ is a function of the status of the class but also of the individual
performance of the student. Hence, being from a high status home but belonging to a

low status class would not significantly eahance self regard unless supported by superior

achievement levels.
The measure of the amount of homework done each week also depends upon the

level of analysis. More able classes and high status classes do substantially more
homework, high status students do more homework, but more able students in a
particular class appeared to do no more homework than less able students in the same

class. This results suggests that teachers set homework according to the ability and

status of the class such that within a given class all students do much the same amount

of homework.



Another inconsistency concerned the influence of the antecedent variables upon

the attitude to school and academic motivation measures. At the student within class
level, no substantial relationships were found, yet prior achievement enhanced liking for

school, and occupational status improved acaderni, motivation at the other two levels of
analysis. It would appear that these two results represent absolute effects, not relative

effects, 'n relation to the respective prior effect. The other results obtained were

similar regardless of the level of analysis although minor differences were present.
These included both prior effects substantially influencing participation in science and
mathematics activities at only the class level.

2 Effect of occupational status, prior achievement and attitude and practice
measures upon science 'achievement. Regardless of the unit of analysis, prior
achievement was a consistent predictor of science achievement. Occupational status

was only a substantial predictor at the individual level which suggested that relative

occupational status was unimportant for science achievement while the effect at the
class level was probably reduced by the strong prior achievement effect. Among the

attitude and practice measures, occupational and educational aspirations were stronger

predictors of science achievement at the class level, although educational aspirations

possessed substantial path coefficients at all three levels of analysis and occupational

aspirations had a substantial effect at both the class and student level. These results
were consistent with the effect of compounding of aspirations that has already been
noted in high ability classes and the detection of effects between prior achievement and
aspirations and between aspirations and achievement at all levels of analysis thus
supporting the proposition that the grouping of more ahI .tudents enhanced aspirations
beyond those levels predicted by achievement men...ures only.

Liking for school and academic m1/4,iivation were the only other substantial
predictors of science achievement at specific levels of analysis but the results were
generally borderline. Overall, very few differences were detectable since many of the

predictors failed to influence science achievement at any level of analysis.

3 Effect of occupational status, prior achievement and attitude and practice
measures upon attitudes to science. It was with this set of path coefficients that the
least variation in results occurred between the levels of analysis Prior achievement had

a consistently strong path coefficient to attitudes to science. Occupational status was

not a substantial predictor of liking for science except for one borderline case. Most of

the attitude and practice measures appeared to hifluence attitudes to science in a

similar manner except for participation in pop culture activities which only damaged
attitudes to science substantially at the class level.
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Conclusion

The results and comparisons discussed on the previous pages mean that it is very difficult
to comment on the relative merits and appropriateness of different levels of analysis.
This is, in part, due to the ,similarity in the findings at all three levels of analysis. As
such, the suitability of a particular level of analysis to the causal model cannot be
determined from the analyses carried out. Evi .nce of some of the problems associated
with iifferent levels of analysis were observed. The strong relationship between prior
achievement and science achievement at the between classes level could be construed to

be a result of aggregation effects described by Burstein (1980). Alternatively, t'ais
strong affect could be interpreted as a purer measure of the relationship between prior

achievement and science achievement without the 'nuisance' effects caused by individual

differences that Blalock (1964) noted at the student level.

Although the comparison of different levels of analysis did not incorporVe the
primary issue of class size, it did provide assurance that the set of analyses consideredh.1
in the two previous chapters were suitable for an investigation of t the class size question
since the results obtained at different levels of analysis generally supported each other.

More importantly, ttie similarity between the results at the different levels of analysis
was tentative support that the measures used in the model were appropriate to all levels
of analysis. Although startling differences between levels of analysis mignt have been
more interesting, a consistency of results is nevertheless reassuring. Furthermore, some

of the small differences that did occur between different levels of analysis have provided

some insight into the more subtle Mechanisms acting between measures and, even if only

in a small way, has increased the understanding of the educatiiihal getting.

As
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CHAPTER 8

RECIPROCAL CAUSAL MODEL WITH ATTITUDES AND CLASS SIZE

One of the major results presented in Chapters 5 and 6 was the consistent positive
relationship between class size and achievement. This finding contradicted the work of
Glass and Smith (1978). Although larger classes contained more able students, this result
was obtained aft5 controlling for prior achievement and father's occupational status and
after adjustmen for attitudes and, at the class level of analysis, the processes occurring
within the cla room. It appeared that class size, other things being equal, was able to
produce fur her achievement gains. Moreover, these gains were distinct from any
influence of teaching practices and the effect of superior attitudes because these factors
had been incorporated into the causal model.

It appeared that the gains in achievement possible in larger classes were more than
just a direct consequence of larg r classes containing more able or better motivated
students, and therefore would se to be dependent upon certain other characteristics of
the students that formed the classes. It was suggested that the students in larger classes
interacted with each other in some way to amplify achievement beyond the levels
expected from either prior achievement or home background. The implication was that
these interactions were a product of the way certain students were allocated to larger
classes, and the manner in which these ,classes generated superior Aspirational levels was
leading to the reinforcement of achievement.

The criterion for allocating students to larger classes, apart "from prior
achievement levels, was uncertain. Clearly, the attitudes of students in larger classes
was sufficiently good for them to maintain a positive approach %.4 their work. Although

no attitude measures were available at the commencement of the school year,
favourable attitudes appeared to he necessary for a student to function well in a larger
class) In addition, favourable attitudes seemed to be important for a student to be
allocated to a larger class. The effect of class size upon attitudes has already been
noted. In the presence of prior achievement controls, class size damaged attitudes to
science, although class size had a significant positive effect upon both a student's
occupational and educational aspirations. There would appear to be a two-way
,interactive relationship between class size and attitudes. The effect of class size upon
attitudes Is well documented, but simultaneously, the attitudes of students seems to be
important in the formation of classes.

The absence of any prior attibide measures made assessment of the effects of
attitudes upon the size of the class to which a *student was allocated difficult. The use
of the attitude mert(res obtained during Year 7 was not theciretically justifiable since
the temporal order of measurement was nbt fully consistent with the causal sequence of
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the model. The suitability of a li attitude measure obtained during the year for use as an

antecedent measure of attitude would depend upon the stability of attitudes over the

time period of the investigai on. Since this time interval covered the important
transitional period from primary to secondary school, the use of the same attitude

measure appears to be even less defensible. For these reasons, it was not possible to

construct a causal model to assess the effects of attitudes upon class size directly.
Instead, the use of a reciprocal causal model was considered to be an appropriate way to

approach the problem of interaction between attitudes and class size.

The distinction between a reciprocal or non-recursive model and a recursive causal

model is that the former allows for a two-way interaction between two specified
variables. The reciprocal model in this stud recognizes that attitudes influence .class

size and, in turn, class size influences attitudes. The use of an interactive model does

not dispel the difficulties associated with using attitude measures obtained during Year

7. However, instead of strongly asserting that attitudes measured after the classes have

been formed had influenced class size, the inferences are slightly weaker i-n the sense

that the reciprocal model simultaneously considers effects operating in both directions.

Furthermore, the model would contain the indirect effects of prior achievement and

occupational status upon class size through the attitude measures.

A non - recursive causal model incorporating the interaction between class size and
attitudes as well as prior achievement and occupational status is presented in Figure

8.1. The model Was developed from an example given by Hauser (1973) of an interactive

model in a sociological setting. The model only eseisielers science classes since no prior

achievement measures were available for mathemat:cs. In addition, five attitude
measures were identified in Chapter 5 as influencing achievement after allowance had

been made for differences in class size. The five attitudes were occupational and

educational aspirations, academic motivation, p rticipation in mathematics and science

activities and liking for school. These five attitude measures were considered in the

non -recursive causal model. Achievement outcomes were not included sine this
nom:recursive model could be superimposed upon existing achievement models. The path

coefficients between the variables in the model and science achievement would not

change as a consequence of the introduction of a reciprocal link between attitudes and

class size.

The crucial feature of the reciprocal model which permits the estimation of the

effects of attitudes upon class size and vice versa is the assumption that father's

occupational status only affects class size indirectly. That is, father's occupational

status influences class size through its relationship with prior achievement which
directly affects class size and also by an indirect influence through attitudes. The
number of path coefficients to be found and the number of,correlation coefficients

available for substitution into the regression equations required the deletion of one
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Occupational Status Prior Achievement

P31 P42

Attitudes Class Size

p43

a p34 P4b

Figure 8.1 Reciprocal Causal Model Relating Attitudes and Class Size

causal path and the use of an instrumental variable forlied as a consequence of the
proposed deletion. The direct influence of occupational status upon class size appeared a

highly plausible one to remove. Thus, father's occupational status acted in the revised
model as an instrumental variable. The validity of omitting this path depends clearly
upon the strength of the observed relationship between occupational status and class
size. The model would not be valid if this observed relationship were too great.

Calculation of Path Coefficients in a Reciprocal Model

Because of the reciprocal effect, the path diagram no longer provides accurate guidance
in writing regression equations and greater reliance must be placed upon the application
of the basic theory of path analysis. The major equations for the model are:

X4_
P42 X2 + Pt3 X3 + P4b Eb

X3 = p31 Xi + p32 X2 + p34 X4 + p3a Ea

It must be assumed that

ral = ra2 = rbl = rb2 = rab = 0.

By considering equation (1), expressi ns for the correlations of x4 can be written:

r41 = p42 r21 + p43 r31

r42 = P42 + P43 r32
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These are not the normal symmetric equations of multiple regression analysis, but they

can be solved for p42 and p43. By considering equation (1) again, the following

expressions can be obtained:

r43 4 P42 r23 + P43 + P4b rb3, and

rb3 P34 r4b

whence,

1.43 P42 r23 + P43 + P4b P34 r4b

Also, we find that

(3)

r44 = 1 P42 r24 + P43 r34 + P4b rb4
(4)

Rearranging equations (3) and (4), p34 is obtained as

P34 = r43 (P42 r23 + P43)

1 (P42 r24 + P43 r34)

By applying the basic theoreni to equation (2) to find the correlations of v3 with the
other variables and by shifting terms involving p34 to the left hand side, the following

equations are obtained:

r31 P34 r41 = P31 + P32 r21
(5)

r32 p34 r42 ._ P r21 + P
(6)

31 21 32

Since p23 and all the correlation coefficients are known, equations (5) and (6) may be

solved for p31 and p32. Hence, all path coefficients in the mode can be calculated.

The path coefficients of the non-recursive causal model for each of the five

attitude measures at both the class and individual student level were esthr d using the

equations summarized above.

-

Level of Analysis: Betwen Classes

The correlation matrix between all the measures at the class level is presented in Table

8.1. The coefficients were obtained using the average tof each variable for the 72

classes. The most notable feature of the correlation table was the large correlation

between occupational sta us and class size. The magnitude of the link between these

two measures (r = 0.36) suggested that the basic aasumptions of the reciprocal model

were violated at this level of analysis.
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Table 8.1 Correlation Coefficients between Reciprocal Model Measures at the
between Classes Level

N = 72
Occupational

status
Prior

achievement
Cl.ms
size

Prior achievement 0.79
Class size 0.36 0.56
Occupational' aspirations 0.76 0.79 0.57
Educational aspirations 0.83 0.90 0.59
Academic motivation 0.33 0.29 0.24
Maths/science activities 0.34 0.37 0.17
Like school 0.38 0.45 0.28

Level of Analysis: Between Students

The correlation matrix obtained from the measures at the individual level Is presented in
Table 3.2. The table was obtained by considering the measures for all 1986 students used
in the study. The correlation coefficient between occupational status and class size was
trivial (r = 0.08) and indicated that only a weak link existed between these measures at
the between student level. Therefore, it was possible to use du .eciprocal model with
some confidence since the basic assumptions appeared to be satisfied.

The path coefficients obtained from the equations developed earlier in this chapter
are presented in Table 8.3. The path coefficients are very similar to those in the
ordinary causal model discussed in Chapter 6. Prior achievement influenced class s.ze

and all attitudes except academic motivation. Oci.upational status had an effect on all
attitude measures except for participation in mathematics and science activities.

For the reciprocal effects, all five attitudes had positive path coefficients towards
class size, but the effect was weakest for the two aspirational measures. Although this
statement Is dependent upon the stability of the attitude measures, there was support for
the claim that students with favourable attitudes were placed in larger classes. This

effect was distinct from the influence of prior achievement levels. In reverse, class size

Table 8.2 Correlation Coefficients between Reciprocal Model Measures at the
between Students Level

N u. 1986
Occupational Prior Class

status achievement siza

Prior achievement 0.29
Class size 0.08 0.20
Occupational aspirations 0.28 0.25 0.16
Educational aspirations 0.38 0.44 0.23
Academic motivation 0.11 0.07 0.05
Maths/science activities 0.07 0.10 0.00
Like school 0.13 0.15 0.07
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Table 8.3 Path Coefficients for the Reciprocal Causal Model Relating
Attitudes and Class Size at the between Students Levela

Occupational
status

to attitudes

Prior

achievement
to attitudes

Prior
achievement

to class size

N 1986 P3la P32 P42

Occupational aspirations 0.22 0.18 0.18

Educational aspirations 0.27 0.34 0.17

Academic motivation 0.10 0.07 0.19

Maths/science activities 0.05 0.17 0.16

Like school 0.10 0.15 0.17

Attitudes to
class size

P43

Class size to
attitudes

P34

Occupational aspirations 0.09 0.03

Educational aspirations 0.07 0.09

Academic motivation 0.19 -0.16

Maths/science activities 0.42 -0.45

Like school 0.20 -0.17

a Path coefficients greater than 0.10 are underlined.

did not have a substantial effect upon educational and occupational aspirations.
However, students from larger classes had lower levels of academic motivation and
liking for school and spent less time participating in mathematics and science activities.

In relative terms, these results were similar to those presented in Chapter 6, but the
detrimental effect of class size upon certain attitudes was more pronounced in the

reciprocal model.
The path coefficients obtained from the causal model presented in Figure 8.1 can

be combined with the results obtained from the model given in Figure 6.1 to form a

complete occupational status, prior achievement, attitude, class size and science
achievement model included reciprocal paths between attitudes and class size. This

complete model is presented in Figure 8.2 and gives the most extensive picture of the

class size issue, at least at the individual level since classroom processes were not
considered in the model.

The results from the non-recursive model emphasise the differences between the

aspirational measures and the other attitude measures. Larger classes enhanced

aspirations slightly while they damaged other attitudes. As such, the student's

aspirations appeared to profit marginally from the increased diversity and competition

provided in large classes. There was thus some evidence that well-motivated, as distinct

from More able students, were place...! in larger classes. However, this result should be

treated with some caution due to the lack of a clearly defined temporal sequence in the

measurement of the attitude variables. The manner in which School Principals or Year
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Occupational
Status

P31

Attitudes

Prior Achievement

P42

Class Size

P53

Science Achievement

1D54

Figure 8.2 Reciprocal Causal Model with the Effects of Attitudes and Class
Size uaon Educational Outcomes

Co-ordinators perceived these attitudinal differences between students in the absence of
formal measurements was also uncertain.

Summary and Conclusion

The result that remained ;nconsistent with the expected findings of the study was the
positive relationship between class size and achievement. Must other findings have been

either consistent with previous research or intuitively acceptable. The desire to explain
th!2 link has led to the inclusion of attitude measures into the model to assist in refining

the link between class size and achievement. The attitude measures weakened the link
but class size remained a significant predictor of achievement. Although additional
predictors may further reduce the size of the path coefficient, the inclusion of other
measures is hard to justify in terms of the nature 6f the model. The suggestion that
larger classes containing more able students led to increased achievement gains has been

confirmed in two regards by the reciprocal model. As has already been. noted several
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times, larger classes enhance th_ student's aspirations] levels and in turn, improved

aspirations enhance achievement.

Alternatively, the possibility that students with favourable attitudes were

allocated to larger classes would seem to suggest that these students were more capable

of handling the classroom environment that they encountered in larger classes and

therefore the effects of large classes mit;ht nit detract from their achievement levels to

the same extent as suggested by Glass and Smith (1978). AN these suggestions are

intended to support the earlier proposition that the assembling of more able students,

usually into larger classes, had the affect of producing a class atmosphere of

competition, stimulation and a general desire to learn whim gave rise to a group effect

beyond that of the ability of the individual students.

40,
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CHAPTER 9

MULTILEVEL ANALYSIS OF CLASS -SIZE DATA

In the previous chapters the data available from the Australian Capital Territory Year 7
population of students in the 15 schools in 1969 have been examined at three different
levels of analysis: between classes, between students, and between students within
classes. The findings from these analyses have shown that, while there were many
similarities between the results obtained at the three levels, there were also some
interesting differences. Thus it would appear that the issue is less one of choosing an
appropriate unit of analysis for the data, but rather of the conceptualization of the
probleth and the identification of research questions that might be answered by using one
or more levels of analysis. However, it is also possible that alternative approaches to
the analysis of data might be found which would combine analyses at different levels in
order to make full use of the different types of information that had been obtained from
classrooms, students and from the students relative to the classroom group in which they
were placed.

In searching for alternative strategies for the examination of data that had been
collected at different levels, it was important to recognize (see Linn and Wefts, 1969)
that prior effects, Including both home background characteristics, and prior
achievement, not only influenced very significantly final perform- , but also teaching

behaviours, classroom characteristics and the behaviours of the students both within and
between classrooms. Unless appropriate allowance were made both for the influence of
prior effects on final achievement and for the influence of prior effects on the
treatment or mediating conditions in the classroom and thus on final performance, the
analyses carried out would be of questionable value (see Keeves and Lewis, 1983). As

argued in earlier chapters the use of some form of regression analysis, or an tquivalent
type of analysis such a path analysis is desirable, because the data were collected
without randomly assigning students to classrooms and classrooms to treatments. That
is, the data were derived from a natural setting and not generated through an

experimental design. Burstein, Linn and Capell (1978) have suggested that the slopes

obtained from the series of between students within classes regression analyse.: could be

considered as outcomes in the multilevel analysis of such data. The origin?, of this
approach are uncertain, but the idea of undertaking regression analyses in which the

dependent variables fire the regression coefficients that have been obtained from other
regression analyses conducted at a lower level of analysis has been recognized for many

years by social science research workers, econometricians, and statisticians. However,
only recently has this strategy of analysis been discussed by research workers in
education (see Cooley, Bond and Milo, 1981) and It does not appear to have beent
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employed for the analysis of data obtained from se-hool and classroom studies. 1 possible

reason why it has no, been used is the obvious difficulty likt:ly to be encountered in

interpreting the results obtained from such analyses. Furthermore, the degree of
sophistication required of users in order to cope with the treatment of multilevel
analysis has clearly made the use of such approaches very difficult for non-stat:sticians.
Nevertheless, this commonly encountered problem in educational research anere data
are available at two levels f observation (for example, students and the classrooms or

sci,,,ols to which they belong) suggests that the use of the procedures of multilevel
analysis should be investigated within the context of educational research.

The Framework of Multilevel Analysis

In this treatment of multilevel analysis the fon-Nutrition advanced by Mason, Wong and

Entwisle (1983) has been followed. The data available in this present study were
collected at two levels of observation; at the student or micro level and at the higher

classroom or macro level. It is assumed that student performance at the micro level

depends on such factors as the prior effects of home background and prior achievement
as well as stuuent attitudes. and that the influence of these determinants at the micro
level will vary systematically with the fixed effects context variable of class size. In

this way student performance is seen to be influenced indirectly by class size.

In this statement we assume that there are the following variables:

one micro level response variable

three micro level regressors

one macro level regressor

The micro level equation may be stated:

Yii = b0j +b1jX1ij +b2jX2ij +b33X3ij +Eij

- final achievement (Y)
- prior achievement (X1)

- father's occupation (X2)

- student attitudes (X3), and

- class size (GI).

where j = for classrooms;

i = 1..., ni for students within classrooms;

J
N = nj for the total number of students; and

j=1

Eii = random error at the micro level.

At the macro level the equations may be stated

b= c +c G
+00 01 1 j Oj
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blj c10 clifjlj"°1j
b2j = c20 c2161j' a2j
b3i = c30 + c31Gli +a3i

where akj = random error at the macro level for k = 0,1,2,3.

(3)

(4)

(5)

These equations are written with the usual assumptions associated with the rank
condition, and with the error terms at the micro level independent of the errors at the
macro level. Equations (2) to (5) represent the effects of the contextaal variable - class
size (GI) on the four parameters of the micro level model, and it is assumed that once
the systematic component associated with class size has been removed from b0, b1,
1)2' and b

3 their resulting variability is strictly random.

A single equation can be stated for the multilevel model by substituting equations
(2) to (5) in equation (1).

c00 cOlGlj c10X1ij c11X1ijG1j

+c X .+c X G
+20 21 2ij lj 30 X3ij

+ c31X3ijGlj + e'ij (6)

This equation has no unusual estimation or computation problems and analysis can
proceed using ordinary least squares regression analysis. However, the analysis must be
carried out with caution because Mason, Wong and Entwisle (1983) have presented a case
where unsatisfactory results were obtained with such an analysis and where a Bayesian
perspective yielded results which would otherwise have remained hidden.

Some Issues of Analysis

The analyses can be carried out at the micro level with .ae, two or three predictor
variables included in the regression equations. The number of students in the classrooms
for which complete data were held, with the exception of one classroom, ranged from 15
to 45. However, one classroom contained too few students for effective regression
analysis with three variables and was deleted from the analyses at the micro level. Thus

instead of the 72 classrooms included in the analyses in the earlier chapters there were
only ?1 classrooms which provided data for the sabsequent analyses at the macro level.
In the presentation that follows, the analyses at the micro level have been undertaken
successively with prior achievement in science alone as the predictor variable, with prior
achievement in science and father's occupation as the two predictor variables, and with
prior achievement in science, father's occupation and educational aspirations as the
three predictor variables in regression analyses with final achievement In science as the



criterion variable. Educational aspirations was chosen as the most powerful of the

measures of students' attitedes from, the analyses presented in earlier chapters of this

report, and as the variable, from among the five attitudinal variables, most likely to

'have a stable and substantial effect.
A question arises as to whether to use the standardized or the unstandardized (or

metric) regression coefficients obtained from the analyses at the micro level as the
Patten.= variable.. for the analyses at the macro level. It must be recognized that the

stancterdized regression coefficients have been calculated making allowance for the

variances and eaasariatces of the varieties included in the regression model, as well as

the. variances of the variables not included in the model but included under the error
term. Thus these coefficients may be compared across the same sample but not between

samples. However, the unstandardized regression coefficients remain relatively stable
across different settings or sarnples and therefore can be used for the purposes of

generalization aera.ea settings and samples (Pedhazur, 1982). In this study, it was

propose to compere the regression coefficients across 71 classroom settings and thus
the unstanoardie.ed regression coefficients had to be employed.

Oaiy final achieveinere. in science has been used as the criterion variable in the

analyses which While a multilevel examination of the factors influencing science

attitiates would have been of some value, it was the strong and persistent effect of class

size t ac eyeenent in scieacc that was seen to be of greatest interest. Not only was
this relationship of interest as n substantive question, but also theastrength and
consistsecy of the relationships reported at all three levels of analysis suggested that the
pm sent siteetaal in vhich the conteatual variable of class size was found to be related to

science 4e.thievemeat was an appropriate one in which to examine the usefulness of such

analytical procedures.

Macro Level Regression Anal ses of Class Size Data

The res.ata ef the macro level regression analyses of the effects of class size on the

regression coefficients obtained at the micro level with three, two and one of the
predictor variables included in the regression equation are presented in Table 9.1. Levels

of significance are recorded at the 10 per cent, five per cent and one per cent levels, and

both the standardized and unstandardized or metric coefficients are reported for each

analysis of the set of 71 unstandardized or metric coefficients obtained by analyses at

the micro level.
In the analysis of the three predictor model, with prior achievement in science,

father's occupation and educational aspirations as the predictor variables and with final

achievement in science as the criterion variable, it is observed that only the regression

slopes for prior achievement are significantly related to class size. The standardized
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Table 9.1 Macro Level Regression Analyses of Class Size Data

Significance Standardized Metric
N 71 F regression regression regression Inter-
Regression slope value coefficient coefficient coefficient cept
variables F(1,69) p bk1 Ckl Ck0
Three predictor model
Intercepts 0.08 >0.1 0.033 0.034 12.64
Slopes for prior
achievement 3.35 <0.1 0.215 0.014 0.59

Slopes for father's
occupation 0.79 >0.1 0.107 0.019 -0.89

Slopes for educational
aspirations 0.06 >0.1 -0.029 -0.004 0.72

Two predictor model
Intercepts 0.34 >0.1 0.070 0.068 13.62
Slopes for prior
achievement 6.46 <0.05 0.293 0.018 0.53
Slopes for fath is
occupation 0.28 >0.1 0.064 0.011 -0.76

One predictor model
Intercepts 3.53 <0.1 0.220 0.170 9.09
Slopes for prior
achievement 8.26 <0.01 0.327 0.021 0.50

regression coefficient of 0.215 is both substantial and significant, if significance testing

is considered appropriate in the analysis of data that comprise almost a total population.

In addition, it should be noted that while the standardized regression slope of 0.107 for
father's occupation is not significant, and the F value is less than one, the slope might be
considered substantial in terms of the criteria specified in earlier chapters of this report,
namely, exceeding 0.1, since in excess of one per cent of variance is explained. Under
these circumstances it would seem appropriate to eliminate the least significant
variable, namely, educational aspirations, from the regression analyses at the micro level

of between students within classrooms and repeat the analyses with only two predictor
variables.

In the analyses of the two predictor model with educational aspirations excluded,
the results obtained are similar to those for the three predictor model, except in so far
as the relationships associated with father's occupati at tie macro level are of reduced
size and are no longer substantial. In addition, the relationships for prior achievement In
science are significant at the five per cent level and the standardized regression
coefficient has increased to 0...93. The evidence from these analyses, indicate;,,,that the
model would be Improved by the deletion of a second variable, father's occupation, from

the analysis at the micrs level, thus reducing the model to a one predictor model in the
analysis of the achievement in science of students within classrooms.
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With only prior achievement in science as a predictor in the analyses at the micro

level, it is found that there is a significant relationship between class size and the
intercepts at the 10 per cent level with a substantial standardized regression coefficient
of 0.220. In addition, there is a highly significant relationship between class size and the

slopes of the regression lines for prior achievement in science at t le one per cent level
'-land with a standardized regression coefficient of 0.327. Nearly 10 per cent of the
variance in the slopes of the regression lines is accounted for by differences in class size

in this analysis at the macro level.
It is of interest to express thfse significant and substantial relationships in the

single multilevel equation:

9.09 +
J

0.17G. + 0.56X.1. + 0.02G.XI..

where = fitted final achievement in science of student i in class j

Gj = size of class j, and
Xii = prior achievement in science of student i in class j

This equation is highly informative since the positive coefficients for G. and G.X .
indicate that not only is there an effect associated with class size, such that the larger
the class the greater the student's level of final achievement, but that th is also an

interaction effect such that fur students of a higher level of initial achievement there is
a greater advantage associated with a larger class size.

An Interpretation of Results

In discussing the results obtained from the analysis of the data for the one predictor

model, it is noted that the residual effect for a class group associated with final
achievement in science after allowance has been made for initial achievement in science

is greater where the size of the class group is greater. Thus the final performance of

students in larger classes is greater even after the students' scores have been adjusted
for prior performance. These findings are consistent with results presented earlier In

this report.
In addition, it is noted that the slopes of the tween students within classes'

regiCssion lines in the regreJsion analysis of final achiev ent in science regressed on

prior achievement in science are greater in larger classes d less in smaller classes.

Thus in the period of one school year between when the initial final achievement

tests in science were administered, it was in the smaller classes wh there was an

effect associated with the attainment of more equal educational outcomes .etween the

higher and lower performing students. Moreover, it follows that in the larger classes

there was an effect associated with the tainment of a greater divergence in

performance between the higher and lower per orming students. In larger classes, the
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'good get better and the poor get worse' relative to their classmates. It would be
tempting to suggest that from .these analyses of the slopes of the regression lines

presented above, a strong case could be advanced for the establishment of smaller
classes, because such classes would seemingly promote greater equality of outcomes,

while larger classes would give rise to a greater inequality of outcomes. However, :t
must also be noted that in larger classes there ., an overall gain in average level of
performance of the students in the class group. r`onsequently, it would be the relative
magnitudes of these two effects for a student, namely, class size and relative
performance of the student within a class that would determine whether the student

9\-would fare better in a larger or smaller cl ss 1 group.

The multilevel analyses of this se( of data with respect to the influence of class
size, while permitting the effects of class size to be more accurately estimated, do not
necessarily provide a greater underLtanding of the way in which class size worked to
influence achievement in the science classes in the Australian Capital Territory at the
Year 7 level in 1969. Beyond the fact thaI within smaller classes there is a trend
towards greater equality of outcomes, and that within larger classes there is a trend
towards a greater divergence in outcomes (and these are results that intuitively make
sense), there is no further understanding provided AS to why such effects might have been
observed.

The relationship between father's occupation and final achievement, after
allowance has been made for both prior achievement in science and attitudes of
educational aspirations, are of less consequence. They are essentially similar in kind to
those recorded for prior achievement and the trend in the results nevertheless is worthy

of comment. Class size i positively related to the slopes of the regression lines for
father's occupation as a variable in the between students within classes regression
analyses. Thus in the larger classes it is those students from higher status homes who

gain in performance during the school year and those from lower status homes who
decline in performance relative to their classmates during the year. Moreover, in
smaller classes there is greater equality in outcomes between students from high and low

status homes. These trends wou:d seem to suggest that smaller classes are associated

with equalizing outcomes. However it must again be noted that associated with larger

classes there is a gain in the average level of achievement in science of the class group.

Summary and Conclusion

The analyses reported above have been undertaken with some reservations for the
strength of the statistical procedures employed. Although the analyses have not
provided a further understanding of why class Sze is having the effects that it would

smear to be having, they have yielded a more detailed recount of how class size
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operates in relation to student achievement in science. addition, the analyses have

provided more accurate estimates than were available from previous analyses of the
relationships between class size and achievement.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to examine the ways in which class size affected other
facets of the educational environment of the classroom. In particular, it was Intended to
assess the work of Glass et al. (1982) in a specific classroom setting and provide an

explanation for their findings. In their work, meta-analysis techniques were used to
summarize the diverse and often contradictory findings of class size research. Glass ana
tiloassociates condensed their findings into a series of graphs relating class size with
b7h achievement and akfeetive outcomes. In the circumstances considered, they found
increased class size to be detrimental to the student's achievement and attitudes, and
also to certai. aspects of the educational environment.

This study concentrated upon the 1969 Year 7 population of Canberra. Data
collected by Keeves (1972) was used throughout the study. The performance of students
was assessed by achievement tests and attitude scales. Htme background information

waT obtained from a quest'onnaire and the classroom environment in science and

mathematics classes war, measured by interviews with teachers as well as by direct
classroom observation. This information covered the background and practices of the
classroom. The data provided information on the types of students and teachers, and the
achievements and attitudes of students as well as on the activities pursued in the
classroom for a wide range of class sizes.

Twelve Propositions Arising from the Study

Owing to the large number of classroom measures derived from the data, it was decided
to sift through these variables and to consider only those that changed substantially with
class size. This sifting procedure provided a shorter, but more useful, list of measures
which were related to class size. These measures, in conjunction with information on
antecedent variables concerning both home background and prior achievement, on
criterion meaSures,"achievement and attitude outcomes, and on class size were then
considered in a series of causal models for both science and mathematics classes at
different levels of analysis. Using regression analysis, the strengths of the relationships
between these measures were estimated. A list of the major propositions which have
resulted from the study is now presented as a summary of the findings. Each proposition
is accompanied by a brief commentary. A more detailed description of the results was
provided in the preceding chapters.

1 Classroom practices did not vary greatly with class size. The effect of class size
upon teaching practices was greater in mathematics' than science classes, but for both
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subjects, only a few of the variables associated with classroom practices were strongly

related to class size. This

Reducing class

confirmed the reports of Ryan and (reenfield (1975).
size did not lead to dramatic changes in classroom practices. Instead, the

.acher's own individual style appeared to be the main factor determining classroom
activities. It seems that the teachers had not been taught how to exploit the
opportunities that smaller classes provided and that teacher training concentrated upon
the development of skills appropriate to classes of 25 or more students.

2 More able students were lacep21er classes. This proposition is supported by

two factors known to be used in the allocation of students to classes. Remedial classes
have been traditionally small and year do-ordinators ht ye probably been more prepared

to tolerate class size creeping up it they knew that the class contained more able
students. A majority of the classes in the study were from schools using streaming
procedures.

3 The classroom practices that changed with class size had little influence upon
achievement outcomes. After controlling for prior achievement, father's occupation
and class size, only a handful of the variables selected as being related to class size had

a recognizable influence upon achievement levels in either subject. This seems to imply
that the differing activities which resulted from changes in class size did nol lead to
achievement gains. This observation does not relate to all classroom practices, but only
those that changed with class size. Previous research (Smith and Glass, 1979) had
suggested that students in small classes would be more likely to participate in such

41' activities as Mdividualized and small group work which would enhance achievement. The

small variation in teaching style for differing class sizes was a probable explanation of
the lack of influence of teaching practices upon achievement. Only when more teachers
are using techniques appropriate to small classes could we expect to find greeter changes

in achievement levels.

4 Classroom processes that changed with class size influenced the students'

attitudes. The activities that teachers were able to pursue in classes of differing sizes
did change student attitudes towards the subjects of science and mathematics. The
effects of classroom practices upon attitudes were substantial, although not strong, for a

number of classroom practices. It appeared that teaching practices which changed with

class size could influence student attitudes although they did not influence achievement.

The varying use of reward and punishment, support for students and the level of
individual contact in smaller and larger classes were among the important practices
influencing student attitudes towards their subjects.

5 Meanin ful results could not be obtained from the causal moals unless prior
achievement measures Particularly for achievement outcomes, a prior
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achievement measure was necessary to account for sufficient variation in final
achievement to make the other-path coefficients meaningful. In the absence of a prior
achievement measure, father's occupational status accounted for little variation in final
achievement and this led to the other path coefficients in the model acquiring Inflated
values. This forced the discussion of the analyses to be restricted to science, classes
since prior achievement measures were not available for mathematics classes. The same
effect was true for attitudinal outcomes although it was not as pronounced since the
relationship between prior achievement and attitudes was not as strong as between prior
achievement and final achievement.

Lar er classes had enhanced occupational and educational aspirations. Although
the relationship was not always strong, there was a consistent positive relationship
between class size and these two aspiratienal measures in analyses at both the class and
student levels. It was suggested that the general atmosphere formed by the assemblage
of able students heightened student aspirations since such students interacted with other
students also with high expectations.

7 Strong and favourable attitudes enhanced achievement levels. This observation
might seem obvious but it warrants mentioning since attitudes, when considered in
several models, helped to explain variation in achievement levels in circumstances where
class size was producing a substantial positive influence upon achievement. Although the
inclusion of attitudes ir. the causal model did not eliminate the link between class size
and achievement, attitudes were important predictors of achievement. Attitudes were
related to achievement at all three levels of analysis: between classes, between students
and between students within classes.

8 Larger classes showed enhanced achievement levels. This represented the most
controversial finding or the study. It should again be noted that this observation was
made after controlling for prior achievement, father's occupation and attitudes. The
original intention of the study was to look more specifically at the activities occurring
within small and large classes. As already noted, an examination of the activities in
classes of differing sizes produced little of consequence because of the similarities In
teaching styles and practices in classes of differing sizes. This proposition clearly
contradicts the finding of Glass and Smith (1978) that large classes inhibit achievement
levels.

In Chapter 8, an attempt was made to explain this observation in terms of the
types of students who were allocated to large classes, Using a non-recursive model,
some evidence was obtained to suggest that students with both higher ability and
favourable attitudes were placed in larger classes. As has already been suggested, the
congregation of able students in larger classes appeared to amplify achievement to
higher levels. it is contended that in larger classes a superior classroom atmosphere was
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possible because a higher proportion of the class were able students and this permitted
the class to progress at a greater rate. The original study was primarily concerned with

low inference activities within the classroom and therefore it did not contain high

Inference measures designed to assess the learning environment of a classroom. More
specific measures of the way that students approached their work would be needed to

assess this claim more accurately.

9 Increased class size has a detrimental effect upon student attitudes towards

science. Because this result was only noted in the presence of prior achievement
measures, the proposition was only examined for science classes. It was supported at the

class level in Chapter 5 and at the student level in the non-recursive model presented in

Chapter 8. This result supported the findings of Smith and Class (1979). However, the

specific activities in larger classes that damaged students' attitudes to the subject could
not be identified since the teaching practices that enhanced attitudes were often more

prevalent in larger classes. This proposition refers only to science classes, yet

mathematics classes were considered to be of more interest with regard to teaching

practices.

10 Similar relationships between most variables in the causal models were obtained at

all levels of analvsis. Analyses in conjunction with class size were conducted at the

class and student level. Additional analyses for the purposes of comparison were
conducted at these two levels as well as at the student within class level. Although some

differences were observed and noted in Chapter 7, the similarity of the results at

o different levels provided confirmation of the findings with respect to the effects of class

size.

11 The choice of an appropriate unit of maysis should coraiArtheconsatualization
cf tai 1`01_2AULarla the specification of the research questions. Notwithstandlrg the

reported similarity of the results obtained at the different levels of analysis, some
differences were found that provided insight into the subtle mechanisms acting between

variables and the factors measured by those variables. Thus as an understanding

develops of the action of fantors at different levels of obsereation, and the collection of

data from treatments and through sampling at different levels of operation, it is

necessary to give greater attention to the conceptualization of the problems being
investigated and to the clearer identification of the research questions to which airwers

are being sought. In the tighter specification of propositions and hypotheses for

investigation, it would seem essential that the appropriate 'units arid levels of analysis

should be stated. Without the specification of levels of analysis prior to the examination

of data, significant dangers ease in the hoc interpretailon of findings which are

associates with the.effects of bias Fti both the aggregeition and disaggregation of data.

The problems of disaggregation of data, where the factors associated with disagregated
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data do not apply equally to all members of a group have had to be carefully considered
in this report. However, it has been argued that class size is a contextual factor that
operates equally with respect to all members of a class group.

12 Smaller classes are associated with more e ual achievement outcomes. A

substantial positive relationship between class site and the regression coefficient
between prior and final achievement in science would seem to suggest that larger classes
give rise to a greater variability in achievement and hence smaller classes produce a
lower variability in achievement whir', could be associated with the attainment of more
equal educational outcomes. It should be rerneinnered that this result refers to the
variability, and not the level, of achievement and that larger classes still appear to
enhance achievement levels.

Implications for Future Research

Although these twelve propositions may represent the major findings of the study, many
other findings of interest have been reported throughout the previous chapters. Instead
of providing furt;ier comments upon these results, it would be preferable to address two
of the major findings in the sense of suggesting further Investigations necessary to
clarify some of the propositians already stated. The lees of importance of the process
dimension must be reconsidered. The general observation that teachers rarely adjust
their teaching style for changes in class sizt may have been true in 1969. However, it is

possible that the in-service and teacher training seen to be necessary has occurred, and
it is important to ask whether teachers now modify their behaviour In response to
changes in class size.

The procedure that Keeves (1M) used to assess the process dimension would still

be relevant although several items could be added to make the instruments more
:ensitive for assessing individualized instruction. In particular, measures of individual
and independent work by students must be included to assess the activities of individual
students within the class as distinct from the activities of the entire class. This

modification would seem desirable since it has been noted that not all students within a

given class wou'd share equally in the learning experiences provided. By investigating
some of these issues, it should be possible to re-assess the effects of class size upon
teacher and student behaviours.

A, more central question which requires explanation is the positive relationship
trtween class size and science achievement. Although the findings of this investigation
are supported by other previous studies, they contradict the work of Glass and Smith
(1978) which has suggested that class size damages achievement levels. Why were the
findings for the group o: students or classes considered in this study so different as to
contradict the research of Glass and Smith? In par ticular, what activities or practices
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occurred in these classes to produce the conflicting results') The most plausible

explanation would seem to involve the effects of grouping more able students in la-ger

classes, but the findings also reported achievement gains beyond those expected solely

from a consideration of differences in achievement levels.

Reference has been made to that largely undefined factor of eassroom climate
which was alleged to enhance both competition and the student desire to learn.

Classroom climate is harder to measure than classroom practices because it clearly

reaches into the affective domain of the classroom. Several issues associated with the

climate of the classroom were considered in Chapter 8, but a more extensive list was
prescribed by Smith and Glass (1979) during their summary of class size and affective
outcome research. The measures that were censiciered in this present report sought to

assess all the facets of student interest in their subject, their schooling, their family and

their peers and it was also proposed that these interests should be related to the
activities that they pursued at school and at home. The intention was tc identify exactly

why belonging to a class containing able students should make students perform better
than previous achies,ement tests suggested that they could. By thoroughly investigating
the affective links within a classroom it was hoped that the improved achievement levels

observed in larger Masses could be tore fully understood. Clearly, further work is

required.
In conclusion, this study has attempted to identify the factors associated with

variation in class size and their influence upon educational achievement and attitudes.

That the findings have not agreed with Glass et al. (1982) is proof that their summary

work has not put the class size issue to rest. An explanation of their findings and the

findings of this study is still very unclear. The reasons why a particular class size should

produce achievement gains or losses still remains obscured by the diversity of activities,

personalities and materials available in a single classroom. The findings of this study

point towards a need for the continued examination of both the process, and particularly

the attitudinal dimensions of the classroom. It is clear that an increased understanding

of these features of the classroom is a necessary step towards teasing out the

relationships between class size, teacher activities and strident motivation, all of which

appear as central themes of the class size question.
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APPENDIX I

LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF AVAILABLE MEASURES

In Chapter 3, reference was made to a list of variables employed and reported by Keeves
(1972). These included performance on achievement tests and attitude scales, teacher
-and classroom characteristics and a set of classroom onservation measures. To indicate
the nature of the assessment of the classroom env;ronment, a complete listing of the
variables is given below using the variable title used in this report. In addition, a brief
description of the measure including its direction, type and scale is provided.

This Appendix is restricted to a description of the measures employed. Reliability
coefficients, wherever appropriate, are quoted in Appendix II in connection with a
discussion of the relationship between each measure and class size. Furthermore, this
Appendix prestats only a brief summary of each measure. A fuller description has been
provided by Keeves (1972, 1974a, 197gb). To facilitate easier consideration of the
variables, the measures are categorized in the same manner as used by Reeves (1972).
The variable name as used throughout the study is given, followedby a description.

1 Home background, achievement and attitude measures

These measures were obtained from a general information questionnaire,
achievement tests and attitude scales that were given to each student. Throughout
Chapter 5 and for several analyses in Chapters 7 and 8 these measures were
aggregated to form class averages. This was necessary where the class was used as
the unit of analysis.

Sex of class. Coded on a two point scale with boys (1) and girls (2).

Ethnicity of home. The student's response to the question 'In which country were
you borne' was coded into one of the following six categories. Over 80 per cent of
responses were coded as (1).

1 Australia

2 Britain or New Zealand

3 English-speaking Commonwealth country
4 English-speaking non-Commonwealth country
5 Non-English-speaking European country
6 Non-English-speaking non-European country

Father's occupation. The students were asked their father's occupation.
Occupations were coded using a 6-point scale developed by Broom, Jones and
Zubrzycli (1965 and 1968) with a small residual group of unclassifiable responses.
The categories and assigned scale values were as follows:
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Table A.1 Results of Anal sis of Variance of Father's Occupation Categories
with Prior Achievement in Science

Sum of
df squares Mean square F-value Significance

Occupatione
Error
Total

categories 6

1979

1985

6544.6

20808.6
32623.7

485.9
15.0

32.4 p 0.001

Occupational category N Group mean
Criterion scale value

assigned

Unclassifiable 49 10.98 1

Unskilled workers 134 11.51 2

Semi-skilled workers 209 11.69 3

Skilled craftsmen 397 12.41 4

Clerical workers 450 13.37 5

Managerial workers C, 411 14.40 6

Professi.nal, sub-
professional workers

336 14.90 7

1 Unclassifiable

2 Unskilled workers

3 Semi-skilled and process workers

4 Skilled craftsmen and foreman

5 Clerical and non-commissioned servicemen

6 Managerial, farmer or shop-keeper

7 Professional, grazier or semi-professional

It should be noted that the direction of the scale has been reversed from the
original study used by Keeves (1972). This was done to equate a greater score on
the scale with a higher status occupation. Evidence for the assigning of scale
values by criterion scaling procedures is given in Table A.1.

Student's occupational aspirations. Students were asked what occupation they
expected to enter after finishing their schooling. The occupation given by the
student was scaled using the same scale values as for father's occupation.

Student's educational aspirations. Students were asked the level of education they

expected to attain. The categories and assigned scale values were as follows:

1 Unclassifiable

2 Four years secondary

3 Five years secondary

4 Matriculation

5 Tertiary diploma or studies

6 University degree

7 Higher degree and research

., t,
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Table A.2

tP

Results of Analysis of Variance of Educational Aspiration
categories with Prior Achievement in Science

Sum of
df squares Mean square F-value Signicance

Educational categories 6
Error 1979
Total 1985

6544.6 1090.6
26079.1 13.2
32623.7

82.8 p <0.001

Criterion scale value
Educational category N Group mean assignee

Unclassifiable 98 9.46 1
Four years secondary 344 10.96 2
Five years secondary 72 11.33 3
Matriculation 486 13.02 4
Tertiary diploma or studies 308 13.42 5
University degree
Higher degred and research

597

81

15.36

15.44 6-
6
7

Evidence for the assigning of scale values by criterion scaling procedures is given
in Table A.?.

Number of hours homework per, week. Students were asked how many hours they
spent on homework in all subjects in a week.

Student's participation in cop culture activities. This scale was designed to assess
the effects of participation with friends in the 'pop culturat. It was suggested that
participation in these activities would be contrary to educational goals. Four items
were used in an 'Activities with Friends' questionnaire which 'assessed the
frequency of participation in pop culture activities on a three-point scale. In
general terms, scaling involved the assignment of the values indicated - Rarely (0),
Occasionally (1) and Frequently (2).

Stu, cat's tion In mathematics and science activities. This scale was
designed to measure the influence of students participating with their friends in
activities which fostered an interest in science or mathematics. Twelve items
were used in an 'Activities with Friends' questionnaire which ussessed the
frequency of participation in the activities using the same coding procedures as for
pop culture activities.

Like mathematics. This attitude was assessed with a 10-item Likert scale in
which students were required to respond to statements in the categories, 'agree',
'disagree' or 'uncertain'. The scale included a range of statements intended to
Identify the degree of interest and enjoyment in learning mathematics.

Academic motivation. This measure was assessed by a 20-item Likert scale in.
which students were required to respond in three categories to a range of
statements concerning their motivation to learn at school.
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Like school. This attitude was assessed with a 17-item Likert scale ;n the same

manner as attitudes to mathematics.

Like science. This variable was assessed in the same manner as the other attitude

measures with a 20-item Likert scale.

Self regard. This variable assessed the students' respect and confidence in
themselves. A 17-item Likert scale with three response categorieswe.s used with a
range of statements involving self-esteem with respect to the peer group.

Science achievement pretest. The initial science test was constructed from 25
items chosen from a pool of items collected for the !EA Science Project. The
content of the test was as follows: twelve items tested knowledge; six items
required the application of information; and seven items required analysis or
evaluation. The items were field tested prior to use in the study.

Science achievement. The final science test contained 55 items, also chosen from

the pool of items for the IEA Science Project. The items tested knowledge,
comprehension, understanding, application, analysis and evaluation. These items

were also field tested before use in the study.

Mathematics achievement. This was assessed by a 55-item test. The items
covered the content areas of computation, knowledge, definitions, translation or
interpretation, analysis and application. The items were field tested before being

used in the study.

2 Structural dimension measures

The second category of variables represent measures of teacher, classroom and
school characteristics. Many of the variables from the structural dimension are
relevant to both science and mathematics classes and distinctions are only made
between the subjects where necessary. If the variable is appropriate to both
subjects, the variable name for science classes will be given first, followed by the
equivalent name for mathematics classes in brackets. The structural dimension
information was obtained from an interview and questionniare completed by the

class teacher. Additional information was obtained from discussions with the

principal, vice-principal or subject co-ordinator. A list of all these items is

presented below.

Sex of teacher. Coded as male (1) and female (2).

Teacher years at school. The number of years of teaching at the present school

was recorded.

Teacher marital status. Coded as single (1) and married (2).
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Teacher science (mathematics) specialist. The teachers were asked if they

regarded the:nselves as a science or mathematics specialist. Their responses were

coded as Yes (1) and No (2).

eacher_years of education. The number of years of full-time education received

by the teacher was coded in years.

Teacher rears tertiary education. The number of years of full-time education
beyond secondary school was recorded in years. In addition, the amount of training

in specific subject areas that the teacher received was recorded in terms (1/3

year). For science teachers, the specialist areas were physics, chemistry, biology

or geology, while for 'mathematics teachers, the specialist areas were general
mathematics, pure mathematics, applied mathematics or statistics.

Total teacher training in science (mathematics). This variable measured the total

number of terms of training in all of the above specialist areas. As such, it
represented ar. aggregate of the previous measures.

Teach er training Four categories were used to classify the training

institution attended by the teacher. They were university (1), teachers college (2),

university and teachers college (3) and other (4). These categories did not form a

monotonic scale.

Teaching bad. Three categories were used to assess the teaching load. They were

part-time (1), full-time (2) and extra full-tim (3). The extra full-time category
was rarely used.

Teacher lesson preparation. The number of hours per week that the teacher spent

preparing lessons was recorded.

Teacherlabotattayp_p_.re aration. The number of hours per week that the teacher

spent preparing apparatus or materials for laboratory classes was recorded. This

variable was only relevant to science classes.

Teacher hours marking. The number of hours per week that the teacher spent
marking work or other teaching-related activities was recorded.

Sex of class. This item was a class average obtained by coding boys (1) and girls

(2).

Proportion of class from foreign language homes. This item was calculated from

the responses to the home background item which asked whether or not English was

the language normally spoken in the home. The ratio of the number of students

from foreign language homes to the size of the class was used to form the
proportion.

C
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Size of form cohort. This item recorded the total number of Year 7 students at
the school.

Proportion of male teachers on staff. The item used the number of full-time (or
equivalent) male teachers divided by the number of full-time (or equivalent)
teachers in the school.

Years school open. The age of the school was recorded in years.

Degree of streaming. Streaming practices were divided into three categories.
They were coded as non-streamed (1), set ted (2) and fully streamed (3).

Time on science (mathematics). The time spent each week by students in class on

the subject was recorded in fifteen minute intervals.

Time on science (mathematics) homework. The time spent each week by students
doing homework was recorded in fifteen minute intervals.

Total time on science (mathematics). This item was the sum of the two previous

items.

Time on all homework. This item was calculated as a class average using the
responses received from students to the question concerning the number of hours

spent each week on homework in all subjects. ,

Periods contact with male teachers. This item used only the basic subjects. The
number of periods each week in which students were taught by a male teacher was

recorded.

Number of teachers in year. The number of teachers who, during the year, had

taught the class group in the subject for more than 10 lessons was recorded.

Number of regular teachers. The number of teachers who regularly shared the

teaching of the subject to the class group was recorded.

Size of school. This item recorded the number of students attending the school.

Age of teacher. This item was coded on a 5-point interval scale.

Teacher years, experience. This item was coded qn a 5-point interval scale.

Teacher in-service training. The number of weeks that the teacher attended
full-time in-service training courses during the past five years was recorded.

Teacher attends lectures on science (mathematics) teaching. The number of
lecture sessions attended by the teacher during the current year concerned with
the teaching of the particular subject was recorded.
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Teacher attends lectures on science (mathematics). The number of lecture
sessions attended by the teacher during the current year concerned with the
particular subject was divided by two to form this measure.

Member of Science (Mathematics) Teachers Association. Membership by the

teacher of a subject association was coded as No (1) and Yes (2).

Periods in laboratory. The time spent per week by students in the laboratory was

recorded in fifteen minute intervals. This item referred only to science classes.

3 Process dimension measures

Another interview and questionnaire session was used to obtain information on
items associated with teaching practices and the process dimension. The items
assessed in this way differed from those obtained by direct classroom observation
since they covered the use of assessment, homework and educational aids.
Interviews with teachers were considered necessary since the use of all of these
features would not have been detectable in only four lessons of direct classroom
observation. The practices examined in this way included the nature and amount of
assessment used by teachers, the presents ton and monitoring of homework, the

types of educational aids employed by teachers and the frequency with which they

were used. Science and mathematics teachers were asked the same questions such

that the item descriptions applied to both subjects.

Assessment practices. The teacher was asked how frequently they used various

forms of assessment when marks were given and recorded. Their responses were

coded as rarely or never (1), sometimes or occasionally (2) and always or regularly

(3). The various forms of assessment were as follows:

1 Short answer tests,

2. Extended answer, either problem or essay, tests,

3 Multiple choice objective tests,

4 Performance on homework or weekly assignments,

5 Performance in workbooks or notebooks, and

6 Performance in assessed projects or major assignments.

The sum of the scores on the six assessment items was used to indicate the range

of assessment procedures employed by the teacher. Additional assessment
procedures as well as homework measures are listed below.

Assessments in Term 2. The number of assessments recorded in the teacher's

markbook during Term 2 was used as a measure of the frequency of assessment.

Assessments in year involving student choice. The number of assessments during

the year in which the student had some choice in either the topic or the nature of
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the assignment was used as an index of the freedom of choice that the student was

allowed.

Frequency of revision homework. The number of times each week in which the

class was expected to do non-specified or revision homework was recorded.

Frequency of homework set. The number of times each week in which the class

was expected to do any homework, including written, reading, learning, revision or

non-specified reading, was recorded. The teachers were also asked if they checked

that the homework that they had set had been satisfactorily carried out. This
question was posed in regard to a wide range of aspects concerned with both the
setting and monitoring of homework. Teacher responses were coded on a 4-point
scale as never (0), occasionally (1), usually (2) and always (3). The questions asked

of the teachers were divided into three main categories dealing with homework:
work habits, guidance or instruction and satisfactory completion c: homework.

In regard to work habits associated with homework, teachers were asked if

they supervised the following points:

1 Making a writ ten record of homework,

2 Making a record of set homework in a special notebook, and

3 Doing homework in a prescribed book.

For guidance and instruction associated with homework, teachers were asked if

their supervision related to written homework, specified reading or learning

homework or non-specified reading and revision work. The points requested of the

teachers are given below.

For written homework:

(a) Written homework discussed in class,

(b) Written homework marked outside of class,

(c) Writ ten homework examined in class.

For specified, reading or learning homework:

(a) Learning of homework checked by short test,

(b) Learning of homework checked by questions in class.

For non - specifies reading and revision homework:

(a) Homework checked from pupil record.

Teacher supervision of the completion of homework was checked by two items:

(a) Reprimands given for unsatisfactory homework,

(b) Homework must be completed satisfactorily.

The scores on each item in each of the three categories were summed to form

. I i
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three general measures. A homework work habits score, a homework guidance and
instruction score and a homework completion score. These three items were
intended to assess the importance that teachers attributed to homework.

Several items were concerned with the type of reporting on a student's
progress at school that was sent to parents.

Achievement items in reports. The number of achievement items on the reports
throughout the year was recorded.

Work habit items. The number of items associated with work habits throughout
the year was reported.

Total items in reports. This measure was obtained by summing the two previous
measures.

Use of educational materials. Finally, teachers were asked to report upon the use
that they made of various educationaljmaterials. Their responses were coded as no

use (0), intermittent use (1) and regular use (2). The list of educational materials
that was considered is given below:

(a) A main textbook,

(b) A subsidiary textbook,

(c) A printed workbook,

(d) Duplicated work sheets,

(e) Programmed learning materials,
(f) Television programs,

(g) Films,

(h) Slides and similar visual aids,

(i) Field trips and visits,

(j) Commercial achievement tests,

(k) Pupil note book,

(1) A spelling book or list, or a table book,

(m) An Individualized Mathematics Programme or the use of small group
practical work involving scientific equipment, and

(n) Structured aids or demonstration experiments involving scientific equipment.

In items (m) and (n), the alternatives for mathematics and science .classes,
respectively, were presented. The scores on all fourteen items were used to form a

measure of the range and number of educational materials provided for the student

to work with and learn from.

4 Classroom observation measures

The Nal method for assessing the classroom environment was by direct classroom

4)
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observation. The activities occurring in the classroom were recorded in two ways.

The time spent on different activities was recorded. Each minute, on the minute,
an observer would 'sweep' the class and record the behaviour of the teacl.cr and the

class, providing time measures of various activities. In addition, each instance of a
Mme,,, otr

specific behaviour was recorded throughout a lesson, providing a frequency

measure of the activities in the class. A discussion of the reliablity of the

observation schedule is given in Appendix II. For further details of the

development of the schedule and the reliability trials, Keeves (1971) should be
consulted.

A class was observed for an equivalent of four forty-minute lessons. The
teachers were asked to conduct their lessons as normally as possibleunder the
unusual circumstances of an observer being present in the classroom. The

observers were instructed to position themselves in an unobtrusive position while

still being able to view the students' faces. A list and description of the items on
the observation schedule is given below. It should be remembered that the given
item label is the same as that used in subsequent appendices.

Time used b teacher. This item recorded the total time over the four lessons
that the teacher was active in the teaching process. This represented the majority
of the time available in most lessons for it included the time spent on all activities,
where the student could be learning. Examples of activities where the teacher was

inactive in the teaching process included absence from the classroom, conferring

with another person (not a student) and carrying out an administrative or

organisational task without supervising the work prescribed for the class.

Students talk. The time that students either talked, read, discussed or explained

work was recorded. The teacher either listened or supervised.

Question and answer session. The time spent by students interacting with the

teacher in a question and answer session was recorded.

Students write. This item recorded the time that students wrote, drew, an_

a written test, or wrote while the teacher dictated.

Students read. The time spent by students reading silently to themselves on an

assigned task while the teacher supervised the class was recorded.

Students investigate. This item recorded the time spent by students undertaking an

investigatory activity or a practical task while the teacher supervised.

Students mark Work. The time spent by students marking their work under the
direction or supervision of the teacher was recorded.

etc
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Unclassified. The time for which the activities in the classroom could not be
classified into any of the previous seven categories was recorded. Most commonly,
this would refer to times when students were engaged in activities not prescribed
by the teacher or no activity had been prescribed by the teacher and the students
were doing nothing.

Number of activity changes. The number of distinct changes in student and
teacher activity in the interval of time between suc..essive sweeps was recorded.

Teacher reviews work. The time spent by the teacher for the purpose of reviewing
work previously taught was recorded.

Teacher contacts student. The number of instances where the teacher spoke to a
student or a student spoke to the teacher in connection with academic work was
recorded.

Teacher asks question. The number of instances where the teacher asked a

student a question was recorded.

Student asks question. The number of instances where a student asked the teacher
a question was recorded.

Invitation to participate. The number of instances where the teacher invited the
student to ask a question or to participate in academic work was recorded. This
included the student making suggestions, explaining work to the teacher class,
performing a demonstration or checking the work of another student.

Use of language. The number of discussions on the use of language was recorded.
This included discussing the meaning, the spelling or the pronunciation of a word.

Invitation to inquire. The frequency with which students took part or were invited
to take part in an activity that involved investigation and inquiry was recorded.
This may have involvedthe student using equipment or reference books, estimating
an answer, finding reasons for results, solving problems with non-unique solutions
or discovering new methods for solving problems.

Consider work habits. The frequency with which students were encouraged to
consider their work habits was recorded. The teacher usually emphasized the value
of work and recommended more work. .

Raise aspirations. This item recorded each occasion that the teacher encourged
students to lift their level of aspiration. Typically, teachers mentioned the value
of work and education.

Praise and Rebuke. The instances where teachers rewarded or praised a student as
well as rebuked or punished a student were also recorded. Both praise and ebuke
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were classified into more specific categories. These categories were

(a) Casual praise or rebuke,

(b) Deliberate praise or rebuke,

(c) Another type of reward or punishment, and

(d) Total praise or total rebuke.

The two measures described in (d) were obtained by summing the appropriate
measures in (a), (b) and (e). The general distinction between casual and deliberate
praise or rebuke depended upon whether the comment was made privately or
publicly. Both casual and deliberate rewards and rebukes were given verbally ,vhile

other praise or punishment involved more definite behaviour from the teacher.

Positive support. The number of instances where the teacher provided positive

emotional support for a student was recorded.

Negative support. The number of instances where the teacher provided negative
emotional support for the student was recorded.

Laughter with. This item recorded the number o! instances where laughter
occurred with the teacher or a student, not at the expense of the teacher or
student.

Laughter at. This item recorded the number of instances Oere laughter was at

the expense of a student or the teacher.

Autonomy. The number of instances where students were required or encouraged
to make decisions for themselves or to act with autonomy was recorded. This

involved the student selecting an activity, project, topic or experiment for

themselves.

This is the complete list of variables that is used throughout the study. It should

again be mentioned that this appendix only provides a summary of the variables

employed by Keeves (1972). An extensive description of the classroom observation

schedule has also been provided by Keeves (1974a).

As a concession to space, several tables presented in the following appendixes use

abbreviated variable names. Although the Intention of the abbreviated title was to

suggest the nature of the original measure, this may not always by obvious. Hence, the

variable labels used throughout this appendix were intended to he as close as possible to

those titles used in the following appendixes. As such, this appendix provides a point of

reference for the, measures used throughout the study.

A
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APPENDIX II

IDENTIFICATION OF MEASURES RELATED TO CLASS SIZE
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APPENDIX II

IDENTIFICATION OF MEASURES RELATED TO CLASS SIZE

Appendix I provided a brief description of all the variables reported by Reeves (1972)
that were used in this present investigation. To indicate the suitability of these
measures for inclusion in the study, reliability coefficients for these measures, where
appropriate and available, are given in this appendix. In particular, reliability
coefficients relevant to variables obtained for tests, attitude scales or by use of the
classroom observation schedule have been recorded. The other vqriabies used in this
study are ;neasures of teacher, class or school characteristics obtained from teacher
questionnaires and hence measures of reliability were inappropriate.

In addition to reliability coefficients, since we are primarily concerned with class

size, the product moment correlation coefficients between class size and each variable
using the class as the unit of analysis are also given. These coefficients have been used
in Chapter 4 to determine which variables were significantly related to class size, as a
first indicator of the differences between the teachers, the students and the processes
present in small and large classes. Stride nearly all Year 7 classes in the Australian
Capital Territory were considered; the data provided population measures. However, the
10 per cent level of significance of the correlation coefficient, assuming the use of a
sample random sample, was employed as the main criterion for the selection of a
variable as being related to class size. As the selection of variables was being conducted

at the between classes level, with class as the unit of analysis, the application of these
procedures for the calculation of the sampling error to population me/sures was
defensible. However, this was not the sole criterion for selection of variables. Analysis
of variance was conducted between each variable and a class size measure formed by
creating six class size categories. A variable was selected for inclusion in subsequent
regression analyses if it was significantly correlated with class size, and tjr analysis of
variance suggested that there was not evidence of a curvilinear or highly skewed
relationship. Several other variables were also included in the discussion in Chapter 4
although their correlations with class size were not found to be significant at the 10 per
cent level. They were included for their suspected importance, as suggested strongly by
previous research. These few variables included some attitude and individualized
instruction measures, and these have been commented on at a later stage in this

c appendix.

Home Background, Achievement and Attitude Measures

The set of classroom background, achievernent and attitudinal variables are provided in
Table A.3 for both Cie mathematics and science sets of data. Itohou 41 be noted that the
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Table A.3 properties of Achievement and Attitude Measures

N ft 72

.Variable/reliability Reliabilityb

Correlation with class size Level of sZgnificancea

Science Media Science Maths Inclusion

Sex of class ..- NA 0.17 0.17 NS NS No
Ethnicity of home ( NA -0.20 -0.22 0.10 .0.10 Yes
Father's occupation NA 0.35 0.35 0.01 "0.01 Yes
Student's occupational aspirations NA 0.57 0 57 .0.01 '0.01 Yes
Number of hours of homework per week NA 0.39 0.40 0.01 ,0.01 Yes
Student's educational aspirations NA 0.60 0.60 `0.01 0.01 Yes
Student's participation in p/c activities 0.69 -0.31 -0.31 0.05 "0.05 Yes
Student's participation in m/s activities 0.69 0.18 0.17 NS NS Yes*
Like mathematics 0.83 0.17 - NS Yes*
Academic motivation 0481 0.25 0.25 '0.05 0.05 Yes
Like school 0.89 0.29 0.30 '0.05 .0.05 Yes
Like science 0.90 0.17 - NS - Yes*
Self- regard 0.79 0.15 0.14 NS NS No,
Science achievement pretest 0.69 0.57 - 0.01 - Yes
Science achievement 0.84 0.61 - "0.01 "es
Mathematics achievement 0.89 - 0.59 - "0.01 Yes

la
Correlation coefficients which were not significant at the 10 per cent level are indicated by NS.1b
NA ft Not appropriate.
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results are very similar for both subjects. This is, in part, because the classes in these

subjects were the same for all except three of the 72 cases. It should be remembered
that some measures were aggregate measures for the class formed by averaging the
students' scores on each test or questionnaire.

In the tables, each variable is named, its reliability coefficient and its correlation
coefficient with class size are given and then it is stated if it is Co be included in
subsequent analyses. if inclusion or exclusion differs from that suggested by the
correlation coefficient, a brief explanation is provided by the followin code:

This means that although the correlation was not si nificant enough for
-----automatic inclusion it was large enough to wa.rant further consideration

since previous research had indicated that variables of this type were often
associated with differences between large and small classes.
This means that the correlation coefficient was significant but results

obtained from an analysis of variance he Gilown that the relationship )guts

curvilinear or skewed and hence not suitable for subsequent analysis.

Reliability coefficients were found by using KR-20. Only correlation coefficients which
are significant at the 0.10 level are reported.

Of the 16 variables concerned with general class background, achievement and
attitudes, 11 variables related significantly to class size. Three additional variables
were considered sufficiently important to warrant further analysis.

Structural Dimension Measures

The set of variables from the structural dimension are presented in Tables A.4 and A.5

for science and mathematics classes respectively. These tables present the measures of

both teacher, classroom and school characteristics and as such they were considered to

influence the behaviours that occurred in the classroom although not as directly as
process variables. These variables were Collected by teacher interviews and

questionnaires as well as from discussions with ichool , principals and subject

co-ordinators. For this reason reliability coefficients are not applicable. Since the
characteristics were expected to difier greatly between science and mathematics

classes, the results for each subject are, presented separately. As noted in Chapter 4 and

elsewhere (Gage, 1963; Rosenshine, j971), teacher characteristics rarely relate to
educational outcome measures. The same conventions as used in Table A.3 apply to

these two tables and a fuller account of all variables was given in Appendix I.

The data available provided 74 variables from the structural dimension: 38 for
science and 36 for mathematics. For science, seven variables correlated significantly
with class size but three of these were considered unsuitable. For mathematics,, nine

variables were found to have significant correlations with class size, but again three
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Table A.4 Properties of Structural Variables for Science Classes

N = 72 Correlation, Level of

Variable coefficient' significance' Inclusion ,

Sex of teacher
Teacher years at school
Teacher marital status
Teacher science specialist
Teacher years of education
TeApher years tertiary education
Teacher training - Physics
Teacher training - Chemistry
Teacher training - Biology
Teacher training - Geology.
Teacher training - Other Science
Total teacher training in Science
Teacher training institute ..,

Teaching load
Teacher lesson preparation
Teacher laboratory, preparation
Teacher hours marking
Sex of class

'Prop'n class from foreign language homes
Size of form cohort ,

. Propn of male teachers on staff
Years school open
Degree of streaming
Time on science

Time on science homework
Total time on science
Time on all homework
Periods contact with male teachers
Number of. teachers in year
Number of regular teachers

Size of school
A$e of teacher .

Teacher years experience
Teacher inservice training
Attends lectures science teaching
Attends lectures on science
Member of Science Teachers Association
Periods in laboratory

a

b

0.02, NS No

0.07 NS No

-0.11 NS No

0.06 NS No

0.03 NS No
0.05 NS No

-0.04 NS No

-0.07 NS No

0.01 NS No

0.16 NS No

0.00 NS No

-0.01 NS No

0.02 NS No

0.13 NS No

-0.05 NS No

0.04 NS No

0.23 <0.10 No**

-0.19 NS N

-0.23 <MO Yes

-0.06 NS No

-0.10 ,NS No

-0.15 NS No

-0.19 <0.10 No**
0.10 NS No

0.44 <0.01 Yes
0.37 <0.01 Yes

0.37 <0.01 Yes

-0.02 NS No

0.09 NS No

-0.04 NS No

-0.13 NS No

0.12 NS No

0.01 NS No

-0.23 _<0.10 No**

0.05 NS No

0.00 NS No

+0.02 NS No

-0.08 NS No

Correlations with class size recorded.
Correlation coefficients which were not significant at the 10 per cent
level are indicated by NS.
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Table A.5 Properties of Structural Variables for Mathematics Classes

N = 72
Variable

Sex of teacher

Teacher years at school
Teacher marital status
'Teacher maths specialist
Teacher years of education
Teacher years of tertiary education
Teacher training - General Maths
Teacher training - Pure Maths
Teacher training - Applied Maths
Teacher training - Statistics
Teacher training - other Maths
Total teacher training in Maths
Teacher training institution
Teaching load
Teacher hours preparation
Teacher hours marking
Sex of class

Prop'n'class from foreign language homes
Size of form cohort

Propn of male teachers on staff
Years school open
Degree of streaming
Time on mathematics
Time on mathematics homework
Total time on mathematics
Time on all homework

Periods contacts with male teachers
Number of teachers in year
Number of regular teachers
Size of school
Age of teacher

Teacher years experience
Teacher inservice training
Attends lectures on maths teaching
Attends lectures on mathematics
Member of Mathematical Association

a

b

Correlation
coefficienta

Level of
significance' Inclusion

0.02 NS No
-0.01 NS No
-0.13 NS No
0.03 NS No
0.19 NS No
0.18 NS No
0.11 NS No
0.02 NS No

-0.06 NS No
0.19 NS No
0.17 NS No
0.10 NS No
0.05 NS No
0.07 NS No
0.13 NS No
0.21 <0.10 No**

-0.19 NS No
-0.23 <0.10 Yes
-0.06 NS No
-0.11 NS No
-0.15 NS No
-0.24 <0.05 No**
0.04 NS No
0.43 <0.01 Yes
0.36 <0.01 Yes
0.36 <0.01 Yes

-0.02 NS No
-0.31 <0.05 Yes
-0.34 <0.01 Yes
-0.12 NS No
0.10 NS No
0.09 NS No
0.16 NS No
0.15 NS No
0.18 NS No

+0.24 <0.05 No**

Correlations with class size recorded.
Correlation coefficients which were not significant at the 10 per cent
level are indicated by NS.
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Table A.6 Properties of Process Variables for Science Classes

N = 72
Variable

Correlation Level of
coefficients significance' Inclusion

Use of short answer tests 0.29 <0.05 Yes

Use of extended answer tests 0.13 NS No

Use of multiple choice tests 0.25 <0.05 Yes

Assess homework or assignments -0.18 NS No

Assess workbooks -0.16 NS No

Assess projects or major assignments 0.17 NS No

Range of assessment 0.16 NS No

Assessments in Term 2 0.19 <0.10 No**

Assessments involving student choice 0.09 NS Yes*

Frequency of revision homework -0.06 NS No

Frequency homework set 0.20 <0.10 No**

Written record of homework 0.02 NS No

Record homework in notebook -0.11 NS No

Homework in special book 0.08 NS No

Homework discussed -0.03 NS No

Homework marked 0.12 NS No

Homework examined -0.03 N$ No

Homework tested by short test 0.23 <0.10 No**

Homework questioned in class 0.04 NS No

Homework checked from record -0.03 NS No

Homework reprimand given 0.24 <0.05 Yes

Homework must be completed 0.14 rNS No

Homework work habits score 0.00 NS No

Homework completed score 0.22 <0.10 No**

Homework guidance score 0.12 ' NS No

Frequency reports sent home 0.26 <0.05 Yes

Achievement items in report -0.10 NS No

Work habit items in report -0.12 NS No

Total items in report -0.11 NS No

Usi of textbook A 0.03 NS No

Use of textbook B 0.31 <0.05 Yes

Use of printed workbook 0.01 NS No

Use of duplicated worksheets -0.03 NS No

Use of programmed instruction No instance recorded

Use of TV 0.00 NS No

Use of films 0.01 NS No

Use of slides and visual aids -0.06 NS No

Use of field trips or visits -0.15 NS No

Use of commercial tests Nqginstance recorded

Use of pupil.notebook 0.32 <0.05 Yea

Use of spelling book -0.09 NS No

Use of group practical work -0.07 NS No

Demonstration experiments -0.08 NS No

Total teaching aids -0.07 NS No

a

b
Correlations with class size recorded.
Correlation coefficients which were not significant at the 10 per cent

level are indicated by NS.
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were unsuitable. The small proportion of variables from the structural dimension which
were related to class size was not surprising considering the disappointing history of
previous research findings in this area.

Process Dimension Measures

Another interview and questionnaire session was used to obtain information on variables
associated with the process dimension. The practices assessed in this way were distinct
from those obtained by direct observation of the classroom. These measures were used
to assess other facets of the classroom environment which would have gone unnoticed
during the four periods of direct observation. These measures included the amount and
methods of assessment used by teachers, the emphasis upon homework and how it was
recorded and checked, the diversity of educational materials employed in the classroom
as well as the amount and type of reporting to parents. All these variables were
intended to assess the type of educational environment that teachers sought to generate
in the classroom, in particular, concentrating upon the stimulation and monitoring of a
student's academic progress. Reliability coefficients were not appropriate. The
correlations between class size and these processes are reported for both science and
mathematics classes in Tables A.6 and A.7, in the same manner as in previous tables.

For the process variables not measured by classroom observation, 44 measures
were obtained in each subject. For science, 10 were found to correlate significantly but
four were deleted from this list for the reasons mentioned earlier. The measure of the
extent of student choice in assessment was included to detect student autonomy and the
presence of individualization in the classroom. The inclusion of this variable was
supported by a moderately strong correlation and a significant difference between groups
using analysis of variance. For mathematics, 16 variables were found to correlate
significantly, but two were not considered for further analysis. Student choice in
assessment was not included for mathematics as the correlation was not strong and
analysis of variance was not supportive. The greater incidence of significant results in
mathematics would seem to suggest that assessment and homework procedures, as well
as the use of educational materials varied more with class size in mathematics than in
science classes.

Classroom Observation Measures

The final method for measuring variables was the classroom observation schedule. The
schedule assessed classroom activities in two ways. An observer noted the behaviour of
the teacher and the students every minute, on the minute, during a class period. The
time spent' on different activities was thus obtained. Also, the observer noted each
instance of certain behaviours as they occurred throughout the lesson. Hence, the
frequency of specific activities was recorded. A major problem was whetheran obaeper
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Table A.7 Properties of Process Variables for Mathematics Classes

N -72
Variable

Correlation Level of

coefficients significance' Inclusion

Use of short answer tests 0.13 NS No

Use of extended answer tests 0.26 <0.05 Yes

Use of multiple choice tests 0.20 <0.10 No**

Assess homework or assignments -0.07 NS No

Assess workbooks 0.10 NS No

Assess projects or major assignments 0.00 VS No

Range of assessment 0.24 <0.10 Yes

Assessments in Term 2 -0.08 MS No

Assessments involving student choice 0.06 NS No

Frequency of revision homework -0.21 <0.10 Yes

Frequency of homework set 0.41 <0.01 Yes

Written record of homework 0.25 <0.05 Yes

Record homework in notebook 0.31 <0.05 Yes

Homework in.special book 0.16 VS No

Homework discussed 0.42 <0.01 Yes

Homework marked 0.01 NS No

Homework examined 0.09 NS No

Homework tested with short test -0.19 VS No

Homework questioned in class -0.06 NS No

Homework checked from record -0.20 <0.10 No**

Homework reprimand given 0.10 NS No

Homework must be completed 0.33 <0.05 Yes

Homework work habits score 0.35 <0.01 Yes

Homework completed score 0.31 <0.05 Yes

Homework guidance score 0.13 NS No

Frequency reports sent home 0.26 <0.05 Yes

Achievement items in reports -0.10 VS No

Work habit items in reports -0.11 NS No

Total items in reports -0.10 NS No

Use of textbook A Ot56 <0.01 Yes

Use of textbook B -0.07 NS No

Use of printed workbook -0.32 <0.05 Yea

Use of duplicated work sheets -0.14 NS . No

Use of programmed instruction No instance recorded

Use of TV 0.42 <0.01 Yes

Use of films No instance recorded

Use of slides and visual aids 0.03 NS No

Use of visits and trips No instance recorded

Use of commercial tests -0.08 NS *No

Use of pupil notebook 0.08 NS No

Use of table and spelling books -0.19 NS No

Use of individual program kite -0.03 NS No

Use of structured aids -0.05 NS No

Total teaching aids -0.03 NS No

a

b
Correlations with class size recorded.
Correlation coefficients which were not significant at the 10 per cent

level are indicated by NS.
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would record the same activities in each class in the same way each time the schedule
was used, and would different observers agree upon their interpretations of various
classroom activities. These problems generated some uncertainty about the reliability of
each item included on the observation schedule. Reliability coefficients for the

observation of specific behaviours on the schedule were obtained using intra-class
correlation coefficients. Wherever possible, these reliability coefficients are given to
indicate the confidence Available in any particular variable from the schedule. The
relationships between class size and the classroom processes recorded in the schedule are
given for science and mathematics in Tables A'.8 and A.9 respectively. A fuller
description of each item on the observation schedule is given in Appendix T.

For the process variables obtained from the classroom observation schedule, 32
different measures were available for each subject. For science, eight variables were
found to correlate significantly with class size, but one was deleted from this list. A
measure of the number of positive support statements made by teachers was added as
smaller classes were believed to have higher levels of interpersonal relationships
(Vincent, 1967; 1968) and it was desirable to test this finding. The inclusion was
justified by a moderately strong negative correlation and a significant F-ratio. For

mathematics, 17 variables correlated significantly with class size, but one was deleted
since it did not satisfy all criteria required. Two variables were added to the list. The
number of activity changes, as a measure of instructional diversity, and the number of

teacher invitations for students to participate in academic work were both added as they
had moderate correlations and significant F-ratios. Their inclusion was further justified

by previous research which claimed that both of these measures were more prevalent in
small classes. As noted earlier, class size appeared to have a greater impact upon the
behaviours and activities that occurred in mathematics classes than in science classes.
Also, reliability levels were satisfactory for the majority of the classroom observation
measures.

Of the 242 variables on which data were obtained, 76 variables or 31 per cent of
the variables were found to be significantly related to class size. After adjusting the
list, 68 variables remained for further consideration using regression analysis. As only

the structural and process variables referred specifically to each subject, it is interesting
to note that 19 science variables and 38 mathematics variables from this group were to

be considered for use in regression analyses. The greater incidence of mathematics
variables has been noted several times, but it would seem that science teachers
developed much of their teaching style independently of class size while mathematics
teachers, intentionally or not, changed their style as class size changed. However, it
must be noted that there was a strong positive relationship between class size and
achievement and it would be possible that teaching style was dependent more on the
ability of the students in the class than on the size of the class.

;
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Table A.8

N = 72
Variable

Properties of Process Variables from the Observation Schedule

for Science Classes

Correlation Level of
Reliabilityc coefficient° significance Inclusion

Time used by teacher
Students listen
Students talk
Question and answer session
Students write
Students read
Students investigate
Students mark work
Unclassified --
Number of changes in activity
Teacher reviews work
Teacher contacts student
Teacher asks question
Student asks question
Invitation to participate

Use of language
Invitation to inquire

Consider work habits
Raise aspirations
Casual praise
Deliberate praise
Other reward
Total praise
Casual rebuke
Deliberate rebuke
Other punishment
Total rebuke

Positive support
Negative support
Laughter with
Laughter at
Autonomy

a

b

0.99 0.10 NS No

0.96 0.23 <0.10 No**

NA -0.07 NS No

1.00 0.11 NS No

0.98 -0.16 NS No

NA -0.02 NS No

0.99 -0.07 NS No

NA -0.09 NS No

0.97 -0.07 NS No

0.37 0.13 NS No

0.23 0.26 <0.05 Yes

0.90 -0.41 <0.01 Yes

0.99 0.04 NS No

0.95 0.06 NS No

0.99 0.08 NS No

0.91 0.18 NS No

0.91 -0.03 NS No

0.89 0.00 NS No

0.25 -0.05 NS No

0.99 -0.05 NS No

0.99 0.06 NS No

0.99 -0.21 <0.10 Yes

0.99 -0.05 , NS No

0.98 -0 32 <0.05 Yes

0.98 -0.31 <0.05 Yes

0.98 -0.30 <0.05 Yes

0.98 -0.39 <0.01 Yes

0.79 -0.17 NS Yes*
0.64 0.00 NS No

0.92 0.19 NS No

0.53 0.06 NS No

NA 0.11 NS No

Correlations with class size recorded.
Correlation coefficients which were not significant at the 10 per cent
level are indicated by NS.
Reliability coefficients which could not be calculated are indicated by
HA.
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Table A.9 Properties of Process Variables from the Observation Schedule
for Mathematics Classes

N 72

Variable
Correlation Level of

Reliabilityc coefficienta significanceb Inclusion

Time used by teacher 0.99 0.15 NS No
Students listen 0.88 0.11 NS No
Students talk NA 0.14 NS No
Question and answer session 0.98 0.40 <0.01 Yes
Students write 0.97 -0.35 <0.01 Yes
Students read NA -0.06 NS No
Students investigate NA -0.21 <0.10 No**
Students mark work 0.98 0.10 NS No
Unclassified 0.89 -0.36 <0.01 Yes
Numberltf changes in activity 0.76 0.19 NS Yes*
Teacher reviews work 0.00 0.04 NS No
Teacher contacts student 0.94 -0.45 <0.01 Yes
Teacher asks question 0 92 0.35 <0.01 Yes
Student asks question 0.64 0.26 <0.05 Yes
Invitation to participate 0 95 0.19 NS Yes*
Use of language 0.95 0.14 NS No
Invitation to inquire NA 0.21 <0.10 Yes
Consider work habits 0.95 0.20 <0.10 Yes
Raise aspirations 0.64 0.12 NS No
Casual praise 0.99 0.30 <0.05 Yes
Deliberate praise 0.99 0.18 NS No
Other reward 0.99 0.16 NS No
Total praise 0.99 0.30 <0.05 Yes
Casual rebuke 0.94 -0.21 <0.10 Yes
Deliberate rebuke 0.94 -0.28 <0.05 Yea
Other punishment 0.94 -0.16 NS No
Total rebuke 0.94 -0.28 <0.05 Yes
Positive support 0.83 0.29 <0.05 Yea
Negative support 0.87 -0.01 6 NS No
Laughter with 0.77 0.32 <0.05 Yea
Laughter at 0.89 0.32 <0.05 Yes
Autonomy NA 0.13 NS No
a

b
Correlations with class size recorded.
Correlation coefficients which were not significant the 10 per cent
level are indicated by NS.

Reliability coefficients which could not be calculated are indicated by
NA.
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APPENDIX III

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF ATTITUDE MEASURES

The importance of five attitude and practice measures was noted in the first set of
regression analyses reported in Chapter 5. The five attitudes or practices were a
student's occupational and educational aspirations, academic motivation, attitude to
school and level of participation in mathematics and science activities. These five

attitudes were chosen for special consideration since they were related to both class size

and academic achievement. As such, they were considered to be suitable for improving

the predieUve power of the causal model, particularly in the absence of prior
achievement measures. It was envisaged that factor analysis could he used to construct
a general attitude measure which would act as a single measure of attitude, instead of

five individual scales.
The factor loadings for each attitude measure were calculated by using the SPSS

Factor program (Nie et al., 1970) with the class averages on the attitude measures. With
only five variables, at most five factors were necessary to explain all the variance, but
only the first factor was significant using the criterion that the associated elgenvalue
must exceed one. Nevertheless, the second factor was examined because it provided
evidence of important differences between the five attitude measures. The factor
loadings recorded in Table A.10 represent the initial unrotated factors4tsing principal

components analysis.

The alignment of all attitude measures along the first principal component is
consistent with the first factor being a general attitude factor. The second factor,
although not significant, has factor loadings which distinguish between a student's
occupational and educational aspirations and the other three measures because the like
school, mathematics and science activities and academic motivation measures are all

aligned positively on the second factor while the aspirational measures are assigned
negative factor loadings. Although it is often hard to Identify the nature of the artifacts

1Table A.10 Attitude Measure Principal Factor Pattern (Between Classes)

N as 72

Attitude measure

Factor loading

1 2

Occupational aspirations 0.87 -0.40

Educational aspirations 0.80 -0.48

Like school 0.84 0.41

Maths/science activities 0.51 0.15

Academic motivation 0.73 0.42

Eigenvalue 3.08 0.94
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produced by factor analysis, it does appear that the second factor distinguished between
aspirations for the future and current attitudes and experiences. This distinction was
also apparent when the attitude measures were included in the regression analyses. The
two aspirational measures were more influential in the regression model than the other
three attitude measures. These findings are reported in Chapter 5.
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ACen

The purpose of this invesugatiOn was to examine the ways in which class
size affected other facets of the educational environment of the classroom.

The central question of the study which required explanation was the
commonly found positive relationship between class size and achievement
The most plausible explanation of the-evidence would seem to involve the
effects of grouping more able students in larger classes, but the findings
also indicated achievement gains beyond those expected solely from a
consideration of differences in achievement levels. It is clear that an increased
understanding of these features of the classroom-is a necessary step towards
tearing out the relationships between class size, teacher activities-and student
motivation, all of whi, h appear as central themes in the class size question.
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